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ABSTRACT
The bombardment of surfaces by ions can lead to the spontaneous formation of
nano-structures. Depending on the irradiation conditions, smoothening or roughening
mechanisms can be the leading order in pattern formation which can result in the
creation of dots, ripples or ultra-smoothening effects. Because ion bombardment is
already ubiquitous in industrial settings, and is relatively inexpensive compared to
other surface processing techniques, self-organized patterning by ion bombardment
could enable a simple, economical means of inducing well-defined nanoscale structures
in a variety of settings. Understanding the fundamental behavior of surfaces during
ion bombardment is therefore a vital goal; however, a complete understanding of
physical processes governing surface pattern formation has not been reached yet.
In order to address this issue, my thesis research has utilized three primary ap-
proaches. First, I have done real-time non-coherent X-ray scattering experiments at
Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS) for studying kinetics of structure
formation of Silicon undergoing Ar+ bombardment over a range of wavenumbers 4–5
times larger than has previously been obtained. From our data, we were able to
extract values of the angle-dependent thickness of the amorphous layer that forms
under ion bombardment, the ion-enhanced fluidity within that film, the magnitude
vi
of the stress being generated by the ion beam, and the strength of prompt atomic
displacement mechanisms.
Second, to further deepen our knowledge of surface dynamics, I have performed
coherent X-ray studies of Ar+ bombardment of SiO2 at the Advanced Photon Source
(APS) for investigating the dynamics more profoundly than can be done with tradi-
tional time-resolved experiments. When using a focused ion beam, an inhomogeneous
ripple motion was generated, this phenomenon reflected as an oscillatory behavior in
the two-time and corresponding g2(t) correlation functions. By fitting the oscillations
in the g2(t) correlation function, we have determined the surface ripple velocity on
SiO2 driven by Ar
+ sputter erosion.
Finally, to support the results of coherent X-ray experiments, simulations of
growth models such as linear Kuramoto-Sivashinsky (KS) and Kardar-Parisi-Zhang
(KPZ) have been carried out in order to compare the simulated temporal correla-
tion functions of the scattered intensity with those obtained from the coherent x-ray
scattering experiments.
vii
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1Chapter 1
Introduction to Nano-Patterning by Ion
Bombardment
1.1 Introduction
Low energy ion bombardment induces a wide variety of surface morphology evolution
that depends on the sputtering and substrate material conditions. Depending on the
irradiation conditions such as temperature, ion flux, ion energy, incidence angle, ion
beam and target composition, crystallinity and crystalline orientation, smoothening
or roughening mechanisms can be the leading order in pattern formation which can
result in the creation of dots, ripples or ultra-smoothening effects[1−4]. Self-organized
patterning by ion bombardment could enable a simple, economical means of induc-
ing well-defined nanoscale structures in a wide variety of settings that can be used
as a cost efficient alternative to direct-write methods such as electron-beam lithog-
raphy. Highly ordered submicron/nanoscale surface features like dots/ripples and
steep-walled structures can be formed inexpensively over large areas for relevant ap-
plications in industrial and manufacturing processes such as quantum dot arrays with
highly controlled optoelectronic properties or magnetic media for high-density stor-
age. In addition, sputtering is commonly used as a method for cleaning surfaces and
2for depth profiling in numerous analytical techniques, e.g., depth profiling techniques
including secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) and Auger electron spectroscopy
(AES).[4] For any of these applications, better control in the topology of the struc-
tures during ion irradiaiton is required and that is only achievable by understanding
the fundamental behavior of surfaces during ion bombardment. However, a complete
understanding of physical processes governing surface pattern formation has not been
reached yet and there are many unanswered questions. This dissertation provides an-
swers to some of those questions by investigating the universality of existing models,
the information accessible with high-wavevector X-ray data, the role of stress in pat-
tern formation, the use of coherent X-rays for investigating the dynamical processes
through correlation functions and the predictions from simulations that investigate
the behavior expected from leading growth models.
1.2 Theoretical Background
Peter Sigmund in 1969 developed the first theoretical model that tried to explain
surface instability caused by ion irradiation [5,6]. In his approach, the erosion rate
is related to the energy deposited onto the surface by ion bombardment. In the
sputtering process, when an ion penetrates into the bulk, a series of collisions occur
between the ion and the atoms of the substrate, which further causes recoil cascades
among the atoms that will be displaced from their original positions. Also, due to
the energy transfer of the ion/recoil collisions to the surface atoms, a portion of
them can overcome the surface binding energy and will sputter out of the substrate.
Figure 1.1 shows schematically Sigmund’s theory of ion deposition; an incoming ion
hits the surface at position I and stops at point P. Using coordinates where z is the
distance from I along the ion trajectory and ρ is the distance normal to the trajectory,
3Figure 1·1: Schematic diagram showing the energy deposition of an
incoming ion inside the sample based on Sigmund’s model. The ion
penetrates the bulk of the material with a depth d and stops at point
P. Each incident ion, deposits its energy as a Gaussian ellipsoid with
distribution widths σ and µ.
the energy per unit volume deposited by collisions at each point in the material is
described within his model by a Gaussian distribution:
E(z,R) =

(2pi)
3
2σµ2
exp(−(z − d)
2
2σ2
− ρ
2
2µ2
) (1.1)
where  is the total energy of the incoming ion, σ and µ describe the width of the
energy deposition profile in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the initial
trajectory, respectively and d is the distance from the entry point to the center of
the ellipsoid along the same path. The contours of uniform energy deposited by the
incident ion form a series of concentric ellipsoids around the center of the distribution.
The erosion rate at each point on the surface is taken to be proportional to the total
4Figure 1·2: Diagram of surface height evolution bombarded by ions
with equal energy. Each ion penetrates into the bulk with the same
depth from the local incident point and deposits its energy within a
Gaussian ellipsoid distribution, thus the distance from the center of the
ellipsoids to the dip is less than the distance to the peak, resulting in
aggregated energy deposited at the peak (Point 1) to be lower than the
dip (Point 2). Because the sputtering yield is a function of the deposited
energy; therefore, dips erode faster than the peaks, amplifying surface
roughness.
amount of energy deposited there from all the incident ions. Therefore, the normal
erosion rate at an arbitrary point O on the surface is proportional to:
Verosion ∝
∫
A
E(z,R) dV (1.2)
where the integral is taken over the entire region A at which the deposited energy
contributes to the total energy at point O. Figure 1.2 geometrically shows the fact
that energy is concentrated at troughs in the surface, and dispersed at peaks. Thus,
the erosion velocity at Point 1 (peak) is lower than Point 2 (trough) leading to surface
instability that results in the amplification of surface roughness during ion bombard-
ment.
Bradely and Harper(BH) in 1988 proposed a linear, local continuum model for
5describing the phenomenon of surface ripple formation. Based on Sigmund’s model,
they assumed that the local sputter yield is proportional to the surface curvature,
resulting in valleys to erode faster than the hills. Therefore, the surface becomes
unstable and the roughness increases over time, this is the basis for their roughening
mechanism. In addition, they introduce a surface smoothening process based on
surface diffusion that competes with the roughening process and that results in the
formation of periodically modulated structures such as ripples. They introduced the
following form for the partial differential equation describing the evolution of the
surface height over time:
∂h(x, y, t)
∂t
= −ν0(θ) + ∂ν0
∂θ
∂h
∂x
+ SX(θ)
∂2h
∂x2
+ SY (θ)
∂2h
∂y2
−B∇4h (1.3)
where ν0 is the average erosion rate of a flat surface and disappears when working
in the frame of reference of the surface, θ is the average incidence angle from the
surface normal along the x direction(direction of the projection of the ion beam on
the average surface), SX(θ) and SY (θ) are the curvature coefficients in the x and y di-
rections that relate the sputter yield at any point on the surface to the local curvature
and B∇4h describes surface relaxation. It has been shown recently that the surface
relaxation term for low-energy ion bombarded systems originates from ion-induced
viscous flow mechanism which has the same quartic form at low wavenumbers.[7,8]
The BH theory predicts ripple formation at any ion incidence angle with a constant
wavelength that increases in amplitude over time, and the ripple orientation depends
on the ion beam azimuthal direction and angle of incidence. However, the experimen-
tal results of Ar+ bombardment of Si showed a transition from stability to instability
at angle ' 45◦ , this contradicts the BH theory that predicts surface instability under
any irradiation angle. Carter and Vishnyakov(CV) in 1996 suggested a relaxation
6mechanism based on ion induced lateral mass redistribution that fixes this problem
(specifically for Ar+ bombardment of Si) by explaining surface smoothening at near-
normal incidence angles.[9] Carter et al. showed in their study that a component of
atomic momentum parallel to the surface in the direction of the forward projection
of the ion flux can displace some of the surface atoms. The number of these atomic
recoils on the surface can be written down as a function of incident angle and surface
slope, which results in a curvature-dependent smoothening term proportional to:
SX(θ) =
J
N
f(E) d cos(2θ) (1.4)
where J is the ion flux, N is the solid atomic density, d is the mean recoil displace-
ment distance, and f(E) is the number of recoils generated. This smoothening term
induced by ballistic diffusion can counteract the roughening caused by the curvature-
dependent sputter yield in the BH theory. It is shown within their model that this
smoothening lateral current is strongest at normal incidence; therefore, it explains the
surface smooth region near normal-angle and pattern self-organization near grazing
incidence. Qualitatively, the BH plus CV model predicts well many features of ripple
formation observed in the early time linear regime such as exponential growth of the
ripple amplitude, constant wavelength, transition from stability to instability in the
x-direction at 45◦ (for Ar+ of Si) and proper orientation, but for longer sputtering
times, it cannot account for the stabilization of the ripples and for kinetic rough-
ening. In order to overcome this shortcoming, nonlinear terms were added to the
continuum equation (Eq. (1.3)) which can stabilize the long term behavior of the
surface evolution. Makeev et al.[10,11] in 2002 calculated nonlinear terms in the BH
model by expanding the basic sputtering mechanism to include higher order effects;
later on in 2011, Mark Bradley1[12,13] calculated the more exact relation and made
7some corrections to Makeev et al. In this case, the evolution equation becomes:
∂h(x, y, t)
∂t
= −ν0(θ) + γ ∂h
∂x
+SX(θ)
∂2h
∂x2
+SY (θ)
∂2h
∂y2
+
λx
2
(
∂h
∂x
)2 +
λy
2
(
∂h
∂y
)2−B∇4h
(1.5)
where γ = ∂ν0
∂θ
and λx, λy depend on the ion beam parameters and are proportional
to the ion flux.
In the early stages, the non-linear effects in Eq. (1.5) are small and the evolution
of the surface height can be explained within the linear instability regime. However,
the linear behavior is expected to end when the nonlinear term becomes greater than
the instability roughening term. This happens at a crossover time τc, after t > τc the
surface roughness grows at a slower rate, reaches saturation and may undergo kinetic
roughening.
Recently, there has been evidence that ion-induced stress may play an equal or
greater role in pattern formation than competing mechanisms such as erosion and
impact-induced redistribution and therefore, models of stress accumulation in the film
during ion-bombardment have been introduced by Norris and Castro/Cuerno.[14−17]
In general, many physical processes occur simultaneously during ion bombard-
ment, including (a) the sputtering of some surface atoms, (b) the relocation of many
others, (c) surface diffusion, (d) the creation of stress within the film, and (e) the
relaxation of strain and surface energies via viscous flow. Critically, all of these
processes lead to long-wave linear growth rates. To help resolve the issue of which
physical processes might be dominating nano-structure evolution for the important
case of Ar+ bombarding Si, we therefore did a study dedicated to the comprehen-
sive consideration of the high-q regime at Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source
(CHESS). In our studies we used small angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) to charac-
8terize the surface height-height structure factor of Si surfaces undergoing 1 keV Ar+
ion-bombardment at ion incidence angles θ = 0◦, 20◦, 30◦, 50◦, 65◦. From our data, we
were able to extract reasonable values of the angle-dependent thickness of the amor-
phous layer that forms under ion bombardment, the ion-enhanced fluidity within that
film, the magnitude of the stress being generated by the ion beam, and the strength of
prompt atomic displacement mechanisms. In each case the fitted values of these co-
efficients agreed well with external theoretical, experimental, and simulation results.
In Chapter 2 of my dissertation, I present this work by explaining the experimental
and analytical methods that allowed access to low-noise, high wave-number GISAXS
data.
Chapter 3 explores a second approach to better understand ion bean nano-patterning
by developing new x-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS) approaches in a co-
herent GISAXS scattering geometry (Co-GISAXS) which offers extensive new oppor-
tunities to investigate surface dynamical processes and fluctuations in much greater
detail than was previously possible. With the use of coherent x-rays, two-time corre-
lation functions and auto-correlation functions have been extracted from the GISAXS
data with the hope that a better understanding of the mechanisms of pattern for-
mation can be achieved. Therefore, we have taken advantage of this new capability
to perform XPCS studies of SiO2 surfaces bombarded by Ar
+ ions under different
ion-beam irradiation conditions. The coherent x-ray scattering studies have been
performed at sector 8-ID-I of the Advanced Photon Source (APS) located at Ar-
gonne National Laboratory (ANL), which enabled us to take real-time GISAXS data
at irradiation angles 30◦, 45◦ and 65◦. From the experiments at APS, we have ex-
tracted the amplification factor R(q) from the early time evolution of the structure
factor, investigated the general behavior of the two-time correlation function and also
extracted time scales from the auto-correlation function. Simulations of the ripple
9formation on the surface were also carried out for the 2+1 dimensional anisotropic
Kuramoto-Sivashinsky (AKS) equation:
∂h(r, t)
∂t
= Ahy + νx hxx + νy hyy + λx h
2
x + λy h
2
y + γy h
3
y − κ∇4h+ η(r, t) (1.6)
where h(r, t) is the height of the surface and η(r, t) is a Gaussian white noise with
zero average, 〈η(r, t)η(r′, t)〉 = 2Dδ(r − r′)δ(t − t′). The subscripts on h indicate
partial derivatives, and the coefficients A, νx, νy, κ, λx, λy and γy depend on the ion
species, energy, and angle of incidence and target material.
The experimental results for the early time peak position in the structure factor
S(q) matched well with the AKS equation with just the first-order non-linear term
(λy h
2
y); however, in order to keep pace with the peak shift in the structure factor,
third order non-linear terms (γyh
3
y) had to be added to the simulations.
In addition, ion-induced ripples on the surface of materials can move across the
surface under continued irradiation; but for uniform motion of waves or a flow pattern,
homodyne x-ray scattering cannot detect the motion except perhaps due to small edge
effects. Although, when a focused ion beam which is inhomogeneous along the length
of the x-ray footprint on the sample was used, an inhomogeneous ripple motion was
generated, this phenomenon will reflect as an oscillatory behavior in the two-time
and corresponding g2(t) correlation functions. By fitting the oscillations in the g2(t)
correlation function, we have determined the surface ripple velocity on SiO2 driven
by Ar+ sputter erosion.
Because of the new applications of Co-GISAXS, we are in principle able to compare
experimental results for the dynamics of the surface structure with predictions of
different simulation growth models. Despite extensive theoretical and simulation
studies on popular surface growth models, the intensity correlation functions that
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are now accessible through XPCS experiments have not been widely discussed in
a manner that connects well to experiment. In chapter 4, we present simulations
on models widely used to describe surface growth processes and investigate their
analytical results and scaling behavior. The two-models investigated are the (2+1)-
dimensional linear Kuramoto-Sivashinsky (KS) equation:
∂h(r, t)
∂t
= ν∇2h− κ∇4h+ η(r, t) (1.7)
where h(r, t) is the height of the interface, ν is proportional to the surface tension, κ
is a positive parameter related to surface relaxation and η(r, t) is a Gaussian white
noise with zero average, 〈η(r, t)η(r′, t)〉 = 2Dδ(r− r′)δ(t− t′)
and the nonlinear Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ) growth equation:
∂h(r, t)
∂t
= ν∇2h+ λ
2
| ∇h |2 + η(r, t), (1.8)
where λ corresponds to the effects of lateral growth.
The height-height structure factor S(q) and correlation functions are analyzed
for both the above models. For the linear KS model, analytical expressions for the
auto-correlation (g2(q, t)) and two-time correlation functions have been derived and
confirmed by simulations. For the non-linear KPZ equation, there are no analyti-
cal solutions, thus numerical integration simulations investigate the dynamic scaling
exponents from fitting the g2(q, t) auto-correlation functions to a compressed ex-
ponential form. Because different physical problems can be divided into different
universality classes and each universality class has its own set of scaling exponents,
therefore by measuring the scaling exponents experimentally and comparing them
with theoretical predictions, one can identify the universality class that the system
belongs to and predict the dominant mechanism for surface evolution.
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Chapter 2
Distinguishing physical mechanisms using
GISAXS experiments at
high-wavenumbers
2.1 Introduction
Energetic ions and atoms play an important role in a wide variety of surface and
thin film processes including plasma etching, sputter deposition, and ion beam as-
sisted deposition. The bombardment of surfaces by ions can lead to the spontaneous
formation of nano-structures. Depending on the irradiation conditions, smoothening
or roughening mechanisms can be the leading order in pattern formation which can
result in the creation of dots, ripples or ultra-smoothening effects1,2. Because ion
bombardment is already ubiquitous in industrial settings, and is relatively inexpen-
sive compared to other surface processing techniques, self-organized patterning by
ion bombardment could enable a simple, economical means of inducing well-defined
nanoscale structures in a variety of settings. Understanding the fundamental behav-
ior of surfaces during ion bombardment is therefore a vital goal; however, a complete
understanding of physical processes governing surface pattern formation has not been
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reached
In this chapter I present results of our GISAXS measurements of Si surfaces during
1 keV Ar+ ion irradiation using newly-developed X-ray techniques that allowed us to
take data at a much higher wavenumber than previously accessible. The extracted
linear amplification rate R(q) provided us the information needed to compare with
competing theoretical models that only diverge in the high-q regime. In addition,
we were able to extract values of important parameters including ion-beam-induced
fluidity, film thickness, and the magnitudes of coefficients describing stress accumu-
lation and prompt atomic displacements. In all cases, the fitted parameters agreed
well with the values available from other theoretical, experimental, and atomistic
simulation results.
The construction and performance of the new high-q regime experiments were
carried out by me in collaboration with Joy Perkinson at Cornell High Energy Syn-
chrotron Source (CHESS). The final work has been part of a collaboration with Pro-
fessor Scott A. Norris, Dr. Joy Perkinson, Dr. Eitan Anzenberg, Professor Michael
J. Aziz, and Professor Karl F. Ludwig, Jr. and published in Scientific Reports38.
In our experiments, we used small angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) to charac-
terize the surface height-height structure factor of Si surfaces undergoing 1 keV Ar+
ion-bombardment at ion incidence angles θ = 0◦, 20◦, 30◦, 50◦, 65◦. The goal of most
theoretical studies into ion-induced pattern formation is to understand the evolution
of the surface height h (r, t) = h (x, y, t) – where x corresponds to the in-plane projec-
tion of the ion direction, y is the in-plane direction perpendicular to x. A conceptually
powerful approach is to focus on very early times during pattern development, when
the amplitude of undulations in the surface height are very small, and the evolution
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is well-approximated by a linear first-order differential equation of the form:
∂h˜ (q, t)
∂t
= R (q) h˜ (q, t) + β (q, t) (2.1)
where h˜ (q, t) is the Fourier transform of h (r, t), the linear coefficient R (q) is called
the amplification factor or dispersion relation, and the constant β (q, t) is the Fourier
transform of a stochastic noise. A positive R (q) at a given bombardment angle drives
exponential amplification of modes of wavevector q leading to topographic instability.
Conversely a negative R (q) dampens fluctuations and stabilizes modes of wavevector
q, leading to smoothing3.
The linear framework represented by Eq.(2.1) becomes especially powerful when
coupled to GISAXS measurements of surface scattering, which correlate to the surface
structure factor S (q, t) when the surface structure amplitudes are small. As described
in prior work4,5, the early-time assumption that surface dynamics are governed by
Eq.(2.1) leads to a solution governing the evolution of the structure factor of the
form
〈S (q, t)〉 =
[
S (q, 0) +
α
2R (q)
]
exp [2R (q) t]− α
2R (q)
(2.2)
where α is the amplitude of the noise. By fitting the experimentally-measured time-
series S (q, t) for each wavenumber q to Eq.(2.2), the dispersion relation R (q) can
be reconstructed, and then compared directly to theoretical models of early surface
morphology dynamics, in principle providing a direct connection between theory and
experiment. This approach was used previously to compare the relative contributions
of sputtered vs redistributed atoms during ion bombardment4,5.
However, despite their contributions, these initial explorations were constrained by
a focus on small wavenumbers |q|. Experimentally, ion-induced nanostructures often
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have characteristic wavelengths λ larger than the thickness h0 of a thin amorphous film
that develops atop an irradiated crystalline semiconductor. This naturally suggests
a characteristic dimensionless number Q = h0q that is limited in its magnitude.
In GISAXS experiments, the limited range of Q means that the structure factor
S (q, t) has the greatest intensity and variation at small wavenumbers, and Refs 4,5
focused on a range of q ∈ [0.1, 0.4] nm−1 considerably smaller than the full range
q ∈ [0.1, 1.5] nm−1 recorded by the detector. In theoretical models, the limited range
of Q leads to a common simplification called the longwave approximation, in which
the amplification factor R (q) is expanded as a Taylor series about q = 0. For pure
materials this leads to approximations of the form
R (q) ≈ −Sx (θ) q2x − Sy (θ) q2y −B (θ) |q|4 , (2.3)
where Sx,y (θ) are irradiation angle-dependent coefficients for the curvature-dependent
surface response in the two directions, andB (θ) is the coefficient of an unconditionally-
stabilizing surface energy relaxation mechanism (usually presumed to be isotropic),
that is required to regularize the system in the case that SX,Y (θ) < 0.
Although useful in the development of physical intuition, the longwave approx-
imation suffers from two very important drawbacks in the context of experimental
hypothesis testing with GISAXS. First, the approximation (3) is quantitatively poor as
Q increases. For example, in a typical experiment from recent studies on Si with 1 keV
Ar+ bombardment, we observed at θ = 65◦ the formation of ripples with a wavenum-
ber of about q ≈ 0.28 nm−1 4, on a thin film with a thickness of approximately 6 nm6.
The resulting value of Q ≈ 1.7 is greater than unity, and therefore calls into question
the validity of the truncated expansion (3). Second, and more perniciously, a focus
on small wavenumbers hinders the distinguishing of different physical effects. Many
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physical processes occur simultaneously during ion bombardment, including (a) the
sputtering of some surface atoms7−9, (b) the relocation of many others1,10,11, (c) sur-
face diffusion9,12, (d) the creation of stress within the film13−17, and (e) the relaxation
of strain and surface energies via viscous flow18−20. Critically, all of these processes
lead to longwave linear growth rates with the same form exhibited in Eq.(2.3), mak-
ing an experimental estimation of the relative magnitudes of different effects very
difficult. Only at higher values of Q will different physical mechanisms be readily
distinguished.
We here present a study dedicated to the comprehensive consideration of the high-
Q regime, asking (a) how best to obtain and analyze the full range of experimentally-
available data to evaluate R (Q) at high values of Q, (b) whether models retaining
full Q-dependence will provide a significantly better fit to the resulting values, and
(c) whether these new fits enable us to distinguish different contributions to the
fundamental physics of ion-induced pattern formation. Our principal findings are
fourfold:
1. With careful attention to noise reduction in both the experimental and analyt-
ical stages, it is possible to extract meaningful measurements of the dispersion
relation that extend to high values of Q.
2. It is only possible to fit the resulting amplification rates using theoretical models
retaining full Q-dependence; therefore such models should be preferred for all
tasks involving quantitative comparison with experiment.
3. Fits of better models to broader data allows evaluation of more model param-
eters than has previously been possible; indeed, we obtain reasonable values of
the magnitudes of most mechanisms of interest.
4. There is significant evidence that ion-induced stress may play an equal or greater
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role in ion-induced pattern formation than competing mechanisms such as ero-
sion and impact-induced redistribution.
These findings, which represent the first direct experimental comparison between the
relative magnitude of various physical mechanisms operating during ion-bombardment
of pure materials, suggest that GISAXS analysis may represent a considerably more
powerful tool for the comparison of theory and experiment than had previously been
thought. We therefore include as many details of our approach as possible to facilitate
future efforts in this direction.
Section below describes the experimental setup used in conducting these experi-
ments.
2.2 Experimental Setup
Two sets of data were used in these studies. For both, samples were p-doped Si(001)
with resistivity 1-10 Ω · cm, affixed clipless to a molybdenum sample platen with
extra care to minimize secondary collisions that can lead to sputtering of impurities
onto the surface. The sample platen was mounted in a custom vacuum chamber with
base pressure 1 × 10−8 Torr. Samples were bombarded at room temperature with 1
keV Ar+ using a Physical Electronics Inc. PHI ion source with a beam diameter of
approximately 1.5 cm.
Existing Data. For x-ray experiments with projected incident x-ray beam direction
parallel to the projected ion beam direction on the sample (i.e., revealing corrugations
perpendicular to the ion beam, which is typically called the y-direction), we re-used
measurements taken in Refs. 4 and 5. These experiments were performed using
a dedicated facility for the study of surface and thin film processes on beamline
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X21 at the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS), using a photon energy of
10 keV (0.124 nm wavelength) that was selected by a Si(111) monochromator and
a flux of approximately 1012 photons/s. The x-ray incidence angle on the sample
surface was 0.82° from the surface tangent, and a 384 pixel linear detector measured
the scattering pattern with an exit angle set to the critical angle for silicon, 0.18°.
Samples were approximately 1× 1 cm2 in area and were affixed to the sample platen
using silver paste, and irradiated with an ion flux of approximately 2 × 1012 ions
cm2sec
reckoned in a plane perpendicular to the ion beam. We collected data at irradiation
angles θ = {0, 25, 45, 55, 70, 80}. More details of the experiment can be found in
Refs. 4 and 5.
New Data. For x-ray measurements with projected incident x-ray beam direction
perpendicular to the ion beam direction (i.e., revealing corrugations parallel to the
ion beam, which is typically called the x-direction), new experiments were performed
at the Cornell High-Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS) on beamline G3 in a facility
that focuses on surface and thin film processes, using a photon energy of 11.2 keV
(0.111 nm wavelength) selected by a Si(111) monochromator with a flux of approxi-
mately 3×1013 photons
mm2·sec and beam dimensions 2 mm×1 mm. The x-ray incidence angle
on the sample surface was 0.89◦. Scattered photons were measured by a 497 × 195
pixel PILATUS area detector. Samples were approximately 1.25 × 1.25 in2 in order
to cover the entire elevated area of the sample platen to further minimize incorpora-
tion of metallic impurities, and were affixed using molten indium. The ion flux was
approximately 1.2 × 1013 ions
cm2·sec reckoned in a plane perpendicular to the ion beam.
We collected data at ion incidence angles θ = {0, 20, 30, 50, 65}.
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Experimental Methods For experiments measuring structures formed under ion
irradiation, care must be taken to ensure that no impurities are incorporated from
sample holders, chamber walls, or other nearby structures with line of sight to the
sample. Impurities can be minimized by coating nearby parts of the chamber with
material unlikely to affect pattern formation; in these experiments, for example, large
pieces of silicon were used to cover metallic components of the chamber.
The surface oxide layer was removed from samples in situ. It is advisable to
remove the surface oxide layer under different environmental conditions than those
to be used for the experiment – for instance, if collecting data for an incidence angle
expected to exhibit roughening, the oxide layer can be removed for an incidence angle
expected to exhibit smoothing. This increases the likelihood that the initial and final
measured intensity profiles will be different enough to extract the rate of decay from
the former to the latter.
At the CHESS G3 station, the beam shifts position by a few hundreds of microns
over time. Although the intensity of the full incident beam is measured before the
sample, the beam is inhomogeneous and only part of it hits the sample at low incidence
angles. To normalize the scattered intensity, the height of the central peak was used
as a calibration. In general, the intensity of the central peak can change based on
surface structures, so this technique is not ideal, but it can be used as a first pass in
situations where surface structure changes are small and no better measure of photon
flux variations is available.
Although high wavenumbers provide the best opportunity to distinguish compet-
ing physical mechanisms, significant obstacles inhibit the collection of clean high-q
data. These obstacles arise because the growth rate R(q) usually reaches its most neg-
ative values at the highest values of q. Consequently, the observed high-q intensities
are small at all times, and the transitions between initial and final intensities occur
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rapidly. Thus the fitting at high wavenumbers is enabled primarily by the assumption
of constant α, and is sensitive to the final structure factor.
2.3 Analysis Results
Using the GISAXS measurements of the structure factor S (q, t), we fit the param-
eters in Eq.(2.2) to the resulting data to extract values of R (qx, 0) and R (0, qy) for
different irradiation angles. The extracted R (q) is then used to fit the parameters
in a composite model containing the three most widely-studied physical mechanisms
known to operate during ion-induced pattern formation on amorphous, monotomic
targets:
R (q) =− γη
−1 (θ)
2h0
(
Q [sinh (2Q)− 2Q]
1 + 2Q2 + cosh (2Q)
)
− 6fACstressX,Y (θ)
Q2
[1 + 2Q2 + cosh (2Q)]
− Cdispl.X,Y (θ)
(
1− exp
(
−1
2
(Dq)2
)) . (2.4)
In this composite model, the first term on the right-hand side is Orchard’s result for
viscous flow due to surface energy relaxation18, containing the surface energy γ, the
fluidity η−1, and amorphous film thickness h0. The second term is a result describing
viscous flow due to an ion-induced stress21, containing the flux f , a measure A of
the stress generated per ion impact, and a shape function CstressX,Y (θ) that can differ in
the x- and y-directions. The third term is a simplification of Bradley’s result for the
effect of ion-induced sputtering22, containing another shape function Cdispl.X,Y (θ) and a
characteristic lengthscale D. This composite model omits surface diffusion (discussed
below), but is otherwise an essentially complete aggregate of known mechanisms.
The extracted R (q), and the fitted composite models, are shown in Fig. 2.1,
where good agreement between experiment and model is observed. Of course, the
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Figure 2·1: Results of analyzing GISAXS data over an extended
range of q (squares), together with fits of that data to models retaining
full wavenumber dependence (curves). Shown are (a) evaluations of
R (qx, 0) for irradiation angles θ ∈ [0, 20, 35, 45, 65, 80] over the range
q ∈ [−1.5, 1.5] nm−1, and (b) evaluations of R (0, qy) for angles of
θ ∈ [0, 25, 45, 55, 70, 80, 85] over the range q ∈ [−1.25, 1.25] nm−1.
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total number of parameters in the model means that the significance of the fit quality
depends on whether or not the fitted values of the parameters match up with exter-
nal estimates where such are available, or at least with general expectations where
external estimates are unavailable.Therefore, we now turn to a more detailed consid-
eration of the angle-dependence of the fitted parameter values. For consistency with
previously published results studying long-wavelength approximations, and compar-
isons between mechanisms with the same long-wavelength form and units, we will
discuss, in addition to the physical parameters in the problem, the coefficients of the
long-wave approximations of each of the three mechanisms just described, defined via
BOrch. (θ) = lim
q→0
1
q4
· γ
2ηh0
Q [sinh (2Q)− 2Q]
[1 + 2Q2 + cosh (2Q)]
=
γh30 (θ)
3η (θ)
(2.5)
SstressX,Y (θ) = lim
q→0
1
q2
· 6fAC
stress
X,Y (θ)Q
2
[1 + 2Q2 + cosh (2Q)]
= 3fAh20 (θ)C
stress
X,Y (θ) (2.6)
Sdispl.X,Y (θ) = limq→0
1
q2
·
[
Cdispl.X,Y (θ)
(
1− exp
(
−1
2
(Dq)2
))]
=
1
2
D2Cdispl.X,Y (θ) .(2.7)
2.3.1 Film thickness
In the ion-enhanced viscous flow conceptualization proposed by Umbach19 and adopted
by more recent models of stress21,23, viscous flow is confined to a thin surface layer
that is provided an enhanced fluidity due to the energy deposited by ions in collision
cascades. Sigmund’s prolate Gaussian ellipsoid approximation of energy deposition
suggests that the thickness would be a decreasing function of angle24, which suggests
the form for h0 (θ) = a + bcos(θ) . In Fig. 2.2a, we plot the fitted values of h0 (θ),
which do indeed exhibit a decreasing trend, from around 6.5 nm to around 3 nm as
θ increases.
Although these values seem reasonable, they can readily be compared to simu-
lations of ion impact using atomistic simulations. Using TRI3DST25, we performed
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Figure 2·2: Comparison of (a) fitted values of the film depth, to
(b) values obtained from simulation using TRI3DST. Essentially exact
agreement is observed across all angles.
1000 simulations of 1000 eV Ar+→Si at each of 9 angles. As a measure of the film
depth, we take the mean plus two standard deviations of the ion implantation distri-
bution (see e.g., Ref. 24; this approach produces very good agreement with limited
experimental data available in Ref. 27). The results are plotted in Fig. 2.2b. Compar-
ing to final results for the fitted film depth in Fig. 2.2a, we find very good agreement
between fit and simulation.
2.3.2 Fluidity
We now turn to the effective fluidity parameter η−1. Within the ion-enhanced viscous
flow conceptualization, this fluidity is assumed to be proportional to the deposited
power through the ion flux. Because the flux through a plane normal to the surface
decreases like cos (θ), we might expect the fitted value of η−1 to decrease with increas-
ing θ. Moreover, because the viscous flow mechanism is isotropic, we should expect
the fitted value to be the same regardless of the direction from which it is measured.
Fitted values of η−1 are shown in Fig. 2.3a, where both expectations are confirmed.
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(We note that both properties can also be observed directly from the R (q) curves in
Fig. 2.1, whose slopes in the limit q → ∞ of Eq.(2.4) are seen to be proportional
to γ/η.) These findings are intriguing, because although viscous flow is increasingly
assumed to be the dominant relaxation mechanism19, few estimates of this parameter
exist in the literature.
The magnitude of our fitted values, represented by η−1 (0), can be compared to
the only known estimate of fluidity, found in the supplemental material of Ref. 4.
There, molecular dynamics simulations in Ref. 20 are extrapolated to the present
irradiation environment, obtaining an estimate of η ∼ 2.5× 1012 Pa s. Here, because
the constants BOrch. and h0 are independent fit parameters, they can be used directly
to evaluate the viscosity in the thin film:
η (0) =
γh30 (0)
3BOrch. (0)
= 1.5× 1011 Pa sec
where we have used a surface energy of γ = 1.36 J/m2 20,28. This is within about an
order of magnitude of the scaled simulation result obtained in Ref. 4; because the
latter is, itself, an estimate with some uncertainty, we consider this a reasonable level
of agreement.
The angle-dependence of the fluidity, represented by η−1 (θ) /η−1 (0), has not re-
ceived much attention in the literature. We therefore briefly propose a potential model
that could be informed by Binary Collision Approximation (BCA) simulations. If one
assumes that the viscous relaxation occurs continuously and globally at all points in
the film, then the power could simply be divided by the film thickness to obtain the
average power density:
η−1 (θ) ∝ cos (θ)E (θ)
h0 (θ)
, (2.8)
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Figure 2·3: (a) Fitted values of the fluidity η−1 (θ). We note the de-
crease toward zero as θ → 90◦ (as expected of a flux-driven mechanism),
and the reasonable agreement between coefficient values in the x and y
directions (as expected of an isotropic mechanism). (b) Comparison to
simulated values of the model in Eq.(2.8) (scaled to show shape rather
than absolute magnitude).
where E (θ) is the deposited energy per impact. Like h0 above, E (θ) can be estimated
from TRI3DST, by subtracting the energies of sputtered atoms and reflected ions from
the incoming ion energy. Simulated values of this function are shown in Fig. 2.3b,
showing reasonable agreement with the fitted values in Fig. 2.3a. This suggests
interesting questions for future efforts to understand the atomistic mechanisms of
ion-enhanced fluidity.
2.3.3 Stress Coefficient
We next turn to the angle-dependent coefficient of stress. For comparison with prior
studies using the long-wave approximation, we first report the value of SstressX,Y (θ) in
Fig. 2.4a. Then, we present the same data in a different form, plotting fACstressX,Y (θ)
in Fig. 2.4b. The resulting curves are very consistent with the functional forms
predicted in Ref. 21: CstressX,Y (θ) = {cos (2θ) , cos2 (θ)}. Therefore, we may use them
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Figure 2·4: Fitted values of (a) the longwave stress coefficient
SstressX,Y (θ) = 3fAh
2
0C
stress
X,Y , and (b) the rate coefficient fAC
stress
X,Y (θ). We
note the excellent agreement of the latter with theoretically-predicted
forms {cos (2θ) , cos2 (θ)}.
to make a direct experimental evaluation of the parameter group fA ≈ 3× 10−4 s−1.
We note that the agreement with theory is not apparent in the longwave limit –
Because the longwave coefficient SstressX,Y contains h0, which itself depends on theta, it
has a different angular dependence than the parameter group fACstressX,Y (θ).
As an external test of these fitted values, we may use them to predict the stress
in the amorphous film, which can be compared to a direct experimental observation
using wafer curvature measurements. On the one hand, Ref. 21 gives the steady thin
film stress in terms of fA and η, which appear in the forms for CLWstress and C
LW
Orchard.
This allows a translation from fitted coefficients to implied steady stress:
‖T0‖theory = 6fAη =
SstressX,Y (0)
BOrch.(0)
· 2γh0
3
≈ 0.3 GPa. (2.9)
On the other hand, the stress in the film can be inferred directly from wafer curva-
ture measurements. In order to experimentally monitor real-time stress development
during low-energy ion (Ar+) bombardment, I built a multi-beam optical stress sensor
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Figure 2·5: Multi-beam optical stress sensor (MOSS) curvature mea-
surement schematic. Adapted from Ref (39).
(MOSS) that uses wafer curvature evolution for calculating stress. The Moss system
was built with the contribution of the equipment from U.S. Naval Research Labora-
tory (NRL). The substrate material is p-doped(P) Silicon wafer, 100 microns thick
(ultra-thin), resistivity 0.3-0.7 Ω ·cm and < 100 > orientation. The substrate must be
mounted so that it is free to bend along at least one axis during irradiation. Therefore,
we chose the sample to be a rectangular strip that is clamped at one end. Our MOSS
uses a single laser source that is then divided into multiple parallel output beams by
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transmission through an etalon, which is a piece of optical glass with parallel faces and
each face has a high-reflectivity optical coating. There are also other optical parts in
the system such as reflecting mirrors, pinhole and objective lenses to focus the beam
(Fig. 2.5). The linear array of beams (5 beams) then reflects of from the film and is
detected by a CCD camera. The captured images by the camera are analyzed by a
MATLAB code that finds the center of the laser dots and then calculates the distance
d between each dots. The displacement d of the laser dots is directly related to the
curvature of the thin film from which the film stress is calculated using the Stoney
equation.
σf =
Esh
2
s∆k
6hf (1− νs) (2.10)
where the the subscripts f and s denote the thin film and substrate, respectively. ∆k
is the change of curvature caused by stress accumulation in the film, E and ν are the
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively.
For the experiments done on the above defined Si samples, the substrate thickness
is that of the entire Si wafer, and the thickness of the film is that of the amorphous
layer. My measurements were done for both 1 and 2 keV ions at normal incidence and
45◦. Figure 2.6 shows the plot of the inverse radius (curvature(k) = 1
R
) as a function
of irradiation time for 1 and 2 keV Ar+ on Si at 0◦. There are some variations among
the curvature values obtained from the 4 δd values of the 5 laser dots, but in general
the averaged final curvature values do not show a significant difference between 1 and
2 keV at 0◦ or 45◦.
Experiments were done with the same ion source and approximately the same
flux that was used to obtain the amplification factor in Section 2.3. The value of
the Young’s modulus for Silicon has been considered E = 169 GPa and the value
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Figure 2·6: The curvature evolution of Si under 1 and 2 keV Ar+
normal incidence ion irradiation.
of Poisson’s ratio is reported to be ν = 0.22 − 0.28. For 1 keV normal incidence
irradiation of Ar+ on Si, the thickness of the amorphous layer from both our above
experimental results and from SRIM is hf ≈ 7nm. The substrate thickness of our Si
samples are hs = 100µm. From figure 2.6 we use the value of ∆k ≈ 6 × 10−3m−1.
This leads us to the development of a steady-state compressive stress of 0.31 − 0.33
GPa, in very good agreement with the values inferred from the fits. We note that
this value is slightly above the 0.2 GPa attributed in Ref. 29 to the amorphization of
the thin film.
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2.3.4 Prompt Effects.
We conclude by examining the fitted values of the displacement term, Sdispl.X,Y (θ).
These are displayed in Fig. 2.7a. As an external test of these values, we turn to
the “Crater Function Framework,” developed to predict the angle-dependent form of
these coefficients directly from the results of atomistic simulation of individual ion
impacts (see general results in Ref. 30, and subsequent particular results in Refs. 31
and 32). Using the “PyCraters” Python library26, we obtained values of Sdispl.X,Y (θ) for
the experimental conditions described above. These are plotted in Fig. 2.7b.
Comparing these panels, we see that the fitted values show reasonable agreement
with the simulated values given the uncertainties and sources of noise inherent in our
overall approach – the agreement in Sdispl.Y (θ) is nearly exact, while the fitted values
of Sdispl.X (θ), for which me made an important simplification, are of the right order of
magnitude (we note that greater deviations from simulated values are accompanied
by larger error bars). This finding lends support to a hypothesis, offered in Methods
below, that redistribution may have a similar form in the wavenumber q as does
erosion. In particular, it is known that Sdispl.Y (θ) is composed of erosive contributions
that are purely negative, and larger contributions from redistribution that are purely
positive31. Both contributions are required to produce the curves obtained from
simulation in Fig. 2.7b, and the essentially exact agreement between the simulated
Sdispl.Y (θ) and the fitted values in Fig. 2.7a (which are less uncertain than those for
Sdispl.X (θ)) suggests the presence of both erosion and redistribution in the latter.
2.4 Discussion
For each of the model parameters described above, we found that fits of the extracted
dispersion relations to the composite model (4) produced estimates that were in rea-
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Figure 2·7: Comparison of coefficients of displacement effects. (a)
As fitted to Eq.(2.15) from the values of R (q). (b) As computed from
crater function simulations at 18 irradiation angles using PyCraters26,
using an atomic volume for Silicon of Ω ≈ 0.02 nm3
atom
, and a flux of
f ≈ 2×1012 ions
cm2sec
as used at BNL. Note that the uncertainty intervals in
the x-direction are quite large, but symmetric. Therefore, to facilitate
visual comparison, parts of some error bars are cut off.
sonable to excellent agreement with available external simulations, experiments, or
theoretical predictions. This finding has several implications. First, it suggests that
(4) is a reasonably complete description of the dynamics of the irradiated surface.
Indeed, when any one mechanism is omitted from the model, the quality of both the
overall fits, and the per-parameter agreement between fits and external estimates,
decreases significantly (see Table 2.1). This is precisely what one would expect given
a model that is “as simple as possible, but not simpler.”
Second, the favorable agreement between the fitted parameter values and available
external estimates (e.g. the film thickness) builds confidence in the validity of those
fitted values for which external estimates are unavailable. Indeed, the fitting process
we have employed here can be viewed as the experimental inference of previously-
unavailable parameter values. In particular, we have obtained values of the fluidity
η−1 and stress parameter A, for which no direct experimental measurement strategies
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currently exist. Ultimately, this approach allows us to overcome a long-standing
inability, introduced above, to distinguish physical mechanisms with the same limiting
form in the long-wave limit. Here, with access to amplification rates for a much wider
range of wavenumbers, such distinctions have become possible.
A straightforward demonstration of this last point can be made in the case of the
surface energy relaxation mechanism. Early theoretical models of surface structure
formation invoked atomic surface diffusion as the Ref. 12, which produces linearized
contributions to R (q) of the form
RMullins (q) = −µγ |q|4 , (2.11)
where γ is again the surface energy, and µ is a temperature-dependent mobility.
The quartic behavior of this mechanism directly informed the quartic term in the
longwave approximation (3); indeed, because the competing Orchard mechanism (11)
is also quartic in the longwave limit q → 0, it has often been viewed as a “drop-in”
replacement for surface diffusion at low operating temperatures. Within the present
context, however, we are focused on the opposing limit q →∞. As described above,
in this limit the Orchard mechanism grows linearly in q, which is drastically different
than the quartic response exhibited by surface diffusion in the same limit. Therefore,
the observation in Fig. 2.1 of nearly linear growth in R (q) speaks strongly and
directly in favor of the Orchard mechanism rather than that of surface diffusion (and
is the reason we did not include surface diffusion in the composite model (4).
A more recent, and still unresolved question on mechanisms concerns the mag-
nitude of the stress effect relative to the prompt collisional effects of erosion and
redistribution21. In Ref. 31, the combination of simulated values of displacement
coefficients and an estimate of the strength of surface-confined viscous flow was found
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to produce good agreement with experimental data on pattern wavelengths for 250
eV Ar+ → Si. In Ref. 21, the combination of stress and viscous flow was also found
to produce good agreement with the data, this time without the need to estimate
any parameters. Unfortunately, because these two mechanisms look identical in the
limit q → 0, it was not previously possible to estimate the relative magnitude of these
two effects. Here, by comparing Fig. 2.4a and 7a, we see that the magnitudes of the
stress coefficient significantly exceed those of the displacement coefficient at angles
below θ = 45◦. At higher angles, however, erosion seems to play an important role
in suppressing the instability in the x-direction associated with stress, and driving
its own instability in the y-direction. This result suggests that a solid understanding
of both stress and displacement effects will be required for predictive models of ion
irradiation, especially near grazing incidence.
We conclude by summarizing four important findings of this work:
1. With the use of hierarchical fitting methods exploiting the assumed uncorre-
lated nature of system noise, it is possible to extract much more information
from GISAXS analysis of surface roughening than previously reported. In par-
ticular, compared to prior studies limited to the range q ∈ [0.1, 0.4] nm−1,
we have obtained values of the linear dispersion relation over the full range of
wavenumbers q ∈ [0.1, 1.5] nm−1 accessible to the x-ray detector in a typical
beam line.
2. Although longwave approximations of the dispersion relation associated with ion
bombardment are convenient for intuitive theoretical discussions, they are in-
appropriate for comparison with experimental results containing data at higher
values of q. Instead, dispersion relations retaining full wavenumber dependence
are required to obtain good agreement between experiment and theory. As a
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demonstration of this point, we found that the high-q data are entirely inconsis-
tent with the use of surface diffusion as a surface energy relaxation mechanism,
but highly consistent with the use of thin-film viscous flow.
3. The comparison of experimental data across the full range of available wavenum-
bers, to linear models retaining full wavenumber dependence, enables the extrac-
tion of significantly more model parameters than has previously been possible.
In particular, we are able to extract reasonable values of (a) the angle-dependent
thickness of the amorphous thin film, (b) the ion-enhanced fluidity within that
film, (c) the magnitude of the stress being generated by the ion beam, and (d)
the strength of prompt atomic displacement mechanisms. In each case the fitted
values of these coefficients agreed well with external theoretical, experimental,
and simulation results.
4. Most importantly, the approach we have employed enables the evaluation of
absolute and relative strength of hypothesized physical mechanisms during ion
bombardment. In a direct comparison of the relative magnitudes of the stress
mechanism to the combined effects of erosion and redistribution, we find that
the former is significantly larger at angles below about θ = 60◦. Although
questions remain regarding the accuracy of BCA for estimating ion-induced
displacement effects33, the agreement of fits with the BCA in this case strongly
supports the possibility that stress may be more important than impact-induced
redistribution in the formation of patterns during low-energy ion bombardment
of Si, and highlights the value of efforts such as34, 35 to understand it in more
detail.
However, we believe the most important result we have obtained lies in the method-
ology itself. The overall quality of the composite model fits both to the underlying
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experimental data, and to external estimates of individual model parameters, both
supports the validity of the overall approach, and also suggests that the models em-
ployed here encompass most of the relevant physical mechanisms in operation during
ion bombardment. The ability to extract most model parameters of interest directly
from experimental data represents a significant advance toward a comprehensive un-
derstanding of the ion-induced pattern formation process, and an increase in the value
of GISAXS studies more generally.
Experimental work at the CHESS synchrotron was informed by the earlier exper-
iments at the NSLS. Analysis of NSLS data suggested that the nonlinear regime of
nanopattern amplification may start at lower fluences than previously expected, so
experiments at CHESS focused on lower fluence nanopatterning. Before data collec-
tion, samples were bombarded under vacuum with a fluence of at least 8.6× 1015 ions
cm2
to remove native oxide, amorphize the surface layer, and minimize initial transient
behavior. Samples that had been sitting in atmosphere had a critical GISAXS angle
slightly different than that of samples having undergone significant bombardment at
vacuum, which we attribute to the removal of the native oxide layer. We ensured that
each sample was bombarded in vacuum for at least long enough to cause this shift in
critical angle before using the sample for data collection. To ensure amorphization,
the chosen initial fluence was further selected to be at least one order of magnitude
greater than the amorphization fluences reported for 1 keV Ar+ irradiation of Si (111)
and Ge (100), which are in the range of 0.9 − 3.0 × 1014 ions
cm2
36. If data were to be
collected for an irradiation angle associated with [smoothing/roughening], then oxide
was removed at an angle associated with [roughening/smoothing].
However, at CHESS an irregular beam intensity profile, as well as variations in
beam position by as much as 200 µm over the course of data collection for a single
sample, resulted in a variable incident x-ray intensity that did not correspond to any
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flux values measured upstream. This required scaling scattering patterns by observed
central peak intensity rather than measured incident beam intensity, as described in
Section A of the Supplemental Material. In addition, the larger sample size and wider
beam profile at the CHESS facility resulted in a significant fraction of the scattering
signal originating outside the region of maximum ion beam intensity. Hence, although
the ion flux at CHESS was nominally higher than the ion flux at NSLS, our recorded
intensity profiles strongly suggest that the actual effective flux was lower at CHESS by
a factor of about 3.3. To compensate for this, the time scale of all CHESS experiments
was decreased by a common factor of 3.3.
2.5 Modeling
We now consider the comparison of the recovered values of R (q) to various theoretical
models. Because our analytical approach yields values over a much wider range of
q than was previously available, we can see immediately from Fig. 2.1 that the
longwave approximation in Eq.(2.3) is unlikely to be a good description of R (Q) over
this expanded range. Indeed, the most striking feature of our evaluations of R (q) is
that they grow at most linearly as Q→∞. It is therefore clear that Eq.(2.3) must be
replaced with non-truncated models to attain consistency with the observed behavior
of R (Q) as Q → ∞. (Indeed, attempts to fit Eq.(2.3) to the data return negative
values of B, a non-physical result that contradicts the explicit assumptions of models
generating such terms)
Thin-Film viscous flow. We begin by considering the mechanism of surface energy
relaxation, which is usually assumed to dominate surface dynamics in the limit q →
∞. The linear behavior of R (q) in this limit observed in Fig. 2.1 strongly suggests
the mechanism of ion-enhanced viscous flow19, in which the ion beam enhances the
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fluidity of the amorphous layer, which then enables viscous flow in the Stokes limit of
high viscosity. Such flow was shown by Orchard to exhibit the dispersion relation18
ROrchard (q) = − γ
2ηh0
(
Q [sinh (2Q)− 2Q]
1 + 2Q2 + cosh (2Q)
)
(2.12)
where η−1 is the fluidity, h0 is the average amorphous film thickness, and Q = h0 |q|.
Although widely known for exhibiting quartic behavior at small wavenumbers (R ∝ q4
as q → 0), this mechanism behaves linearly at high wavenumbers (R ∝ q as q →∞).
We note that although the Orchard mechanism has recently been favored due to its
consistency with studies on temperature dependence of the irradiation process, and
the results of molecular dynamics studies20, Fig. 2.1 represents, to our knowledge, the
first experimental observation of definitively Orchard-like behavior under irradiation
conditions.
Beam-Induced Stress. Because the Orchard model is unconditionally stable, whereas
our data are consistent with a well-known instability at high angles of incidence, we
now need to add a mechanism capable of generating an instability, for which a full-
spectrum model is available. We first consider two recent models describing the effect
of ion beam-induced stress (which can be in the GPa range27) on the viscous flow in
the film. The first is due to Castro and Cuerno23, and has the form
RCastro/Cuerno (q) = fEC
stress
X,Y (θ)
[sinh (2Q)− 2Q]
Q [1 + 2Q2 + cosh (2Q)]
. (2.13)
Here, fE describes the characteristic strength of an angle-dependent “effective body
force” (EBF), and CstressX,Y (θ) is a function of angle. The second is due to Norris
21, and
has a dispersion relation with the somewhat different form
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RNorris (q) = 6fAC
stress
X,Y (θ)
Q2
[1 + 2Q2 + cosh (2Q)]
(2.14)
where f is the ion flux and A is the magnitude of an imparted stress-free strain, and
again CstressX,Y (θ) is a function of angle. As discussed in Ref. 21, the models differ
in the way stress is introduced, leading to the different forms for the first terms in
Eqs.(2.13) and (2.14) (the second term in each is again the Orchard relaxation rate).
In principle, the models could be distinguished experimentally through the polynomial
versus exponential decay rates as Q → ∞, which arise due to different modeling
assumptions. Unfortunately this distinction is more subtle than that existing between
surface diffusion and surface-confined viscous flow, and because the models have the
same behavior for small values of Q, both yield about the same fit of the existing
data. For the reasons discussed in Ref. 21, we will use Eq.(2.14) to perform the fits.
Prompt Atomic Displacements. The fitted value of R (qx, 0) for θ = 80
◦ is
unique among the data sets in that it appears to asymptote to a non-zero constant
as q →∞. This behavior is not compatible with either of the previous mechanisms.
Suggestively, this angular and directional regime is precisely that in which erosive
effects have been presumed to be most important21,23. Therefore, we now consider the
addition of the Sigmund model of atomic sputtering7,8, for which the exact dispersion
relation was recently obtained by Bradley22:
RBradley (qx, qy) =
ΛJεa4√
2pi
(
αβ
√
B1
)3 exp [− a4 cos2 θ2α2β2B1
]
×[
cos2 (θ)− exp
(
− a
2
2B1
q2x −
β2
2
q2y +
a3 sin (θ)
α2B1
iqx
)(
cos2 (θ)− β
2 sin (θ)
a
iqx
)]
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where ΛJε is a proportionality constant, a is the mean ion penetration distance, α
and β are the longitudinal and lateral straggles, and B1 =
(
a
α
)2
sin2 (θ)+
(
a
β
)2
cos2 (θ)
is a geometrical constant.
When using this result to help fit our extracted values of R (q), we will make two
important assumptions. First, for simplicity, we shall abbreviate this result to the
following form
RBradley (q) ≈ Cdispl.X,Y (θ)
(
1− exp
(
−1
2
(Dq)2
))
(2.15)
where constants and most of the angle dependence are absorbed into the function
Cdispl.X,Y (θ), and D is a characteristic lengthscale of the collision cascade. This abbrevi-
ation is exact in the qy-direction (qx = 0) if α = β. In the qx-direction, or if α 6= β, the
abbreviation is inexact, but nevertheless exhibits the same general dependence on the
wavenumber (a Gaussian transition from 0 to 1) while allowing all angle dependence
to be represented by the fit parameter Cdispl.X,Y (θ).
Second, although Ref. 22 considered only the Sigmund model of erosion, we here
hypothesize that the accompanying collisional mechanism of mass redistribution1,10,
though exhibiting a markedly different dependence on irradiation angle4,11,31, never-
theless exhibits a similar dependence on the wavenumber q. This is done in part by
necessity – existing models for redistribution are inherently longwave in nature, as
no true analog of Sigmund’s model for erosion exists for redistribution (see discussion
in Ref. 30). However, erosion and redistribution are both, ultimately, caused by the
same collision cascade, are occasionally both modeled using rotating Gaussian ellip-
soids (see Refs. 11 and 37), and the expansion of the full collision cascade in moment
form reveals that each erosive term has a redistributive counterpart30,31. Therefore
the assumption of similar dependence on q has a reasonable physical and theoretical
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Model χ2red.
Orchard only 225
Orchard+Bradley 99.6
Orchard+Norris 71.6
Orchard+Norris+Bradley 33.2
Table 2.1: Summary of fit χ2 error values for different model combina-
tions. Close fits of a model to data are characterized by lower values of
the χ2 error. The addition of each of the three mechanisms contribute
significantly to the minimization of χ2 error.
basis, in addition to the statistical support observed in Figure 2.7.
The combined model exhibits five free parameter groups per angle: the film thick-
ness h0, the effective fluidity γη
−1, a measure of beam stress fASstressX,Y (θ), a measure
of prompt displacement effects Sdispl.X,Y (θ), and a lengthscale D associated with the
prompt effect.
Applying this overall fitting models, we obtain the fitted versions of Eq.(2.4)
displayed in Fig. 2.1. We see that the fitted models match quite closely the extracted
values of R (q). For completeness, we have also fitted the data to various subsets of
the mechanisms just described. These results are summarized in Table 2.1, showing
that all three mechanisms contribute significantly to the minimization of the χ2 error.
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Chapter 3
Co-GISAXS Study of Ion Beam Surface
Nanopatterning Dynamics during Ar+
Bombardment of SiO2
During ion bombardment, local dynamical processes of deposition and re-
laxation play a major role and it is these that determine the final film
structure. Coherent X-rays in a grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray scat-
tering offers a powerful new tool for the investigation of these processes. In
this work, we have utilized this technique to characterize surface dynamics
during low-energy Ar+ ion irradiation on SiO2. The extracted temporal
correlation functions in the early time as well as late-time steady-state
have been analyzed. The steady-state auto-correlation functions g2(t)
show a compressed exponential behavior. In the case of using a highly-
focused ion beam, an inhomogeneous ripple motion was generated, this
phenomenon causes an oscillatory behavior in the two-time and corre-
sponding g2(t) correlation functions. By fitting the oscillations in the
g2(t) correlation function, we have determined the surface ripple velocity
driven by sputter erosion. In addition, simulations of the ripple forma-
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tion on the surface were carried out for the 2+1 dimensional anisotropic
Kuramoto-Sivashinsky (AKS) equation to compare the simulated struc-
ture factor evolution with experimental data and to examine the role that
non-linearities play in this event.
3.1 Introduction
Ion-based processes play a vital role in thin film growth, surface etching and surface
modification. In addition to plasma etching and surface passivation, common pro-
cesses employing hyperthermal beams include sputter etching, sputter deposition, ion
beam assisted deposition and a variety of plasma-enhanced growth techniques. Thus
obtaining a fundamental understanding of surface evolution during ion bombardment
is a crucial goal that can help us quantitatively understand a wide range of technologi-
cally important processes. In addition, examining nanoscale morphology development
during ion bombardment provides insight into the fundamental processes operating
on surfaces.
Many of the most important questions facing materials scientists concern dynamics
at surfaces and interfaces. While conventional x-ray scattering can be used to examine
static systems and the kinetics of evolving nonequilibrium systems, the incoherent
spatial averaging resulting from the use of a conventional x-ray beam averages out
all information about local dynamics. However, the continued development of X-ray
Photon Correlation Spectroscopy (XPCS) using an x-ray beam with partial coherence
across its width now offers the possibility of gaining direct insight into that dynamics.
Therefore, the development of XPCS in a grazing-incidence small-angle x-ray scat-
tering geometry (co-GISAXS) offers a powerful new tool to investigate nanoscale
surface dynamical processes during thin film growth and surface processing. Co-
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GISAXS promises to reveal important new insights about the critical questions of the
mechanisms that drive surface evolution. First, it provides a powerful approach to
investigate to what extent the kinetics of the initial growth of structures during bom-
bardment of a flat substrate can be understood within the context of linear theories,
which are commonly used by both experimentalists and theorists. Second, it enables
the surface dynamics during the late stage of structure formation to be examined.
In this late stage, a dynamic steady state is reached in which the average surface
structure is no longer evolving but in which local processes of erosion and relaxation
continue. It is these processes which are determining the final morphology of the sur-
face. However, in this state traditional ’non-coherent’ scattering can tell us nothing
about continuing dynamics since there is no longer an evolution of the averaged local
structure. XPCS with co-GISAXS can reveal those underlying dynamics, measuring
timescales as function of wavenumber, and hence length scale. Third, it allows us to
determine the surface ripple velocity when using a inhomogeneous focused ion beam.
To exploit these possibilities, in this work we have investigated the dynamics of
surface patterning during low-energy (2 keV) ion bombardment of SiO2 with Ar
+
at incidence angles of 45° and 65° using co-GISAXS. Section below describes the
complete experimental setup we used for conducting these studies.
3.2 Experimental Setup
For all experiments, samples were 1000 nm wet thermal oxide on Silicon, p-doped(B)
Si(100) with resistivity 1-100 Ω · cm, affixed clipless to a molybdenum sample platen
with extra care to minimize secondary collisions that can lead to sputtering of impu-
rities onto the surface. The sample platen was mounted in a custom vacuum chamber
with base pressure 1×10−8 Torr. Samples were bombarded at room temperature with
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2 keV Ar+ using an RBD Instruments 04-165 Sputter Ion Gun. The coherent x-ray
scattering studies were done at sector 8-ID-I of the Advanced Photon Source (APS)
located at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). Beamline 8-ID-I applies x-ray photon
correlation spectroscopy (XPCS) to the study of equilibrium fluctuations and fluctua-
tions about the evolution to equilibrium in condensed matter in the small-angle x-ray
scattering (SAXS) geometry. The X-ray measurements were performed with projected
incident x-ray beam direction perpendicular to the ion beam direction (i.e., revealing
corrugations with wavevector parallel to the ion beam), with photon energy of 10.9
keV (0.114 nm wavelength) that was selected by a Ge(111) monochromator with a
flux of approximately 1× 1010 photons/s and beam dimensions 0.02 mm× 0.02 mm.
The X-ray incidence angle on the sample surface was 0.24° from the surface tangent.
Samples were approximately 1.5×1.5 cm2 in order to cover the entire area of the sam-
ple platen to further minimize incorporation of metallic impurities, and were affixed
using Silver paste. The RBD Ion Gun has multiple focus settings. The ion flux was
in the range of 5× 1013− 5× 1014 ions
cm2·sec depending on the ion beam focus place. The
45 degree data were taken with both an unfocused and a focused ion beam (focus
position 4 - highly focused) and the 65 degree data were taken with focus position 2.5
(less focused). Previous experiments at CHESS were performed with an ultra-high
vacuum chamber that is much too large to be used on existing synchrotron coherent
scattering beamlines. Therefore, in order to perform coherent X-ray scattering stud-
ies at sector 8-ID-I (APS), I designed a chamber compatible with the requirements at
APS that enabled us to take real-time GISAXS data at irradiation angles 0°, 30°, 45°
and 65°. Figure 3.1 describes the geometrical properties and the purpose of each port
on the chamber and Figure 3.2 shows the different side views of the designed chamber.
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Figure 3·1: Designed chamber port identification table.
Figure 3.3 displays the final experimental setup at sector 8-ID-I (APS) with the
labeled X-ray entrance and exit beam. The scattered photons were measured by
a 1556 × 516 pixel LAMBDA1 area detector with pixel size 55 × 55µm2 located
approximately 4 meters away from the X-ray exit window.
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Figure 3·2: Different side views of the designed chamber with multiple
ports for Co-GISAXS ion irradiation experiments at APS.
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Figure 3·3: Designed chamber installed at APS 8-ID-I. The path of
the incoming and scattered x-rays is shown by red arrows. The blue
arrow points out to the position of the ion gun which bombards the
sample at incidence angle 45° when using the port shown in the photo.
Figure 3.4 depicts the GISAXS scattering geometry. The sample is inclined by a
small angle αi with respect to the incoming X-ray beam and the diffuse scattering is
recorded using a 2D detector as a function of the exit angles αf and ψ. The sample is
being bombarded by an off-axis (irradiation angle ≥ 45°) ion gun fueled with Argon
gas that creates well-defined ripples on the SiO2 sample.
Within this coordinate system, the scattering vector, −→q , i.e., the wave vector
transfer due to the scattering event, in the case of monochromatic X-rays with an
incident wave vector
−→
ki and wave number k0 =
2pi
λ
scattered along the
−→
kf direction is
given by:
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Figure 3·4: Schematic diagram of Co-GISAXS measurements during
Ar+ ion bombardment of SiO2. The sample is inclined by a small angle
αi with respect to the incoming X-ray beam and the diffuse scattering
is recorded using a 2D detector as a function of the exit angles αf and
ψ.
−→q = −→kf −−→ki =
qxqy
qz
 = 2pi
λ
cos(αf )cos(ψ)− cos(αi)cos(αf )sin(ψ)
sin(αi) + sin(αf )
 (3.1)
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The scattering originates essentially from strong variations of the mean electronic
density for X-rays as a homogeneous medium does not scatter. For X-rays, any
material has a smaller refractive index as compared to air or vacuum; therefore, the
refractive index n of the sample can be written as:
n(λ) = 1− δ(λ) + iβ(λ) (3.2)
where δ(λ) and β(λ) represent the dispersion and absorption contribution, respec-
tively.
Since diffuse scattering can be ascribed to changes in the refractive index any type
of surface roughness or electronic contrast variation gives rise to diffuse scattering
which contains the morphological information of the probed film. As mentioned, the
refractive index is less than unity for X-rays and thus total external reflection takes
place for angles below the critical angle αc(λ) of the material, which is given by:
αc =
√
2δ (3.3)
The diffuse scattering at αi,f = αc presents a maximum that is referred to as the
Yoneda peak and its position is dependent on the sample material. The value of αc
for 10.9 keV X-ray on SiO2 is approximately 0.16°. In order to have enough scattered
intensity, we have collected data with X-ray incidence angle slightly above αc at 0.24°.
When the exit X-ray angle αf is higher than αc, the scattering becomes less surface
sensitive and scattering effects from the bulk of the material becomes more evident.
For αf < αc, the scattering is more surface sensitive but much less intense. In order
to investigate the nanoscale morphology development of the surface features grown
during ion bombardment, the analysis presented in the next sections is for the Yoneda
wing position.
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Figure 3.5 displays an example for the X-ray scattered pixel intensity recorded by
the Lambda detector for 2 keV Ar+ ion bombardment of SiO2 at irradiation angle
65°; basically for irradiation angles greater than 45°, the GISAXS image looks the
same with an early time peak growth that shifts in to lower q|| values. The values
of the wavevector transfer (−→q ) have been written on the detector image in Fig. 3.5.
Both the vertical and horizontal axis on the detector image include qx components;
however, since qx  qy and qx  qz as a result of the small incidence and exit
angles, and because the surfaces are isotropic, the horizontal axis q|| (parallel to the
surface) can be approximated as simply qy and the vertical axis can be considered as
qz (perpendicular to the surface).
Figure 3·5: Co-GISAXS image recorded by the LAMBDA detector
during 2 keV Ar+ ion bombardment of SiO2 at irradiation angle 65°.
3.3 Linear Theory Analysis
The goal of most theoretical studies into ion-induced pattern formation is to under-
stand the evolution of the surface height h(r, t) = h(x, y, t). A powerful approach is
to focus on very early times during pattern development, when the amplitude of fluc-
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tuations in the surface height is very small, and the evolution is often approximated
by a linear first-order differential equation of the form:
∂h˜ (q, t)
∂t
= R (q) h˜ (q, t) + β˜ (q, t) (3.4)
where h˜ (q, t) is the Fourier transform of h (r, t), the linear coefficient R (q) is called
the amplification factor or dispersion relation, and the constant β˜ (q, t) is the Fourier
transform of a stochastic noise. The ensemble average height-height structure factor
evolution from Eq. 3.4 leads to a solution of the form:
I(q, t) = 〈h(q, t)h∗(q, t)〉 =
(
I0(q) +
η
2R(q)
)
e2R(q)t − η
2R(q)
(3.5)
where η is the magnitude of the stochastic noise 〈β (r, t) β (r′, t)〉 = η δ(r−r′)δ(t− t′).
The amplification factor contains the essential physics determining surface stability
or instability. A positive R(q) at a given bombardment angle drives exponential
amplification of modes of wavevector q leading to topographic instability. Conversely
a negative R(q) damps fluctuations and stabilizes modes of wavevector q. By fitting
the experimentally-measured time-series I(q, t) for each wavenumber q to Eq. 3.5,
the dispersion relation R(q) can be reconstructed, and then compared directly to
theoretical models of early surface morphology kinetics, in principle providing a direct
connection between theory and experiment.
Figure 3.6 displays an AFM topograph taken after the completion of the exper-
iment which was after approximately 6000 seconds of Ar+ ion irradiation (45°) on
SiO2. Well defined ripples with 10-15 nm of amplitude and 80-100 nm of wavelength
form on the surface.
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Figure 3·6: Atomic force microscopy topography image of the ion
bombarded film for 2 keV Ar+ ion bombardment of SiO2 at irradiation
angle 45°. AFM was taken after the completion of the experiment which
was after 6000 seconds of ion irradiation.
The Intensity values I(q, t) = I(qy, t) at each wavenumber have been averaged
over 15 pixels in the q|| ∼= qy direction and 64 pixels in the qz direction (width of
the Yoneda wing). Figure 3.8 (a) displays the R(q) = R(0, qy) values from fitting
I(q, t) (Fig. 3.7) for each wavenumber q to Eq. 3.5 for SiO2 during 2 keV Ar
+
ion bombardment at incidence angle 45°, and (b) shows the values for irradiation
angle 65°. Having the values at low wavenumbers, we can fit the R(q) values to the
long-wave approximation of most linear theoretical models:
R(q) = Sy(θ) q
2 −B(θ) q4 (3.6)
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Figure 3·7: Intensity(q,t) early time plots and fits of the form in Eq.
3.5 for 2 keV Ar+ ion bombardment at irradiation angle 45°. The inset
shows the full bombardment intensity behavior.
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(a) Ar+ ion irradiation angle 45°
(b) Ar+ ion irradiation angle 65°
Figure 3·8: Evaluation of R(q) = R(0, qy) for SiO2 during 2 keV Ar+
ion bombardment at irradiation angles 45° and 65°. The dashed lines
show the fitted form in Eq. 3.6 to the data.
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The dash lines in Figure 3.8 show the fit functions of the form in Eq. 3.6 to the
extracted R(q) data values. The fit parameters for 2 keV Ar+ bombardment at 45°
are:
Sy(45
◦) = 18.12±0.24 (
A
2
sec
), B(45◦) = (2.86±0.06)×104 (
A
4
sec
) =⇒ Sx,y
B
= 6.33×10−4
(3.7)
and for 2 keV Ar+ bombardment at 65°, we have:
Sy(65
◦) = 4.56±0.08 (
A
2
sec
), B(65◦) = (7.09±0.19)×103 (
A
4
sec
) =⇒ Sx,y
B
= 6.43×10−4
(3.8)
Comparing the ratio of Sy
B
for the two cases, we conclude that the contributions of
the terms Sx,y and B are equal for the two bombardment angle resulting in the same
relative peak positions for R(q). The data at 45° was taken with a higher focused
ion beam compared to the 65°; therefore, the absolute value differences of Sy and B
at these two bombardment angles can be due to the different values of the ion flux.
Consequently, the peak of R(q) for 45° bombardment is at qmax =
√
Sy
2B
= 0.0178 A
−1
,
this is consistent with the early time peak position of the intensity profile at Fig.
3.9(a) in the next section. As the sample is bombarded for a longer period of time,
the peak shifts in to lower wavenumbers of q = 0.009 A
−1
.
Comparing this result with the previous work done on ion irradiation of SiO2,
Umbach. et al in 2002 found the corrugation wavelength(λ∗) from the Intensity(q,t)
profile and plotted λ∗ as a function of inverse temperature for different ion energies
at 45°.
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For 2 keV ions at approximately room temperature, λ∗ is around 700 A, this will
result in q = 2pi
λ
= 0.009 A
−1
, which is consistent with the late time peak position of
our intensity plot in Fig. 3.9.
3.4 General Two-Time Correlation Function Behavior
In co-GISAXS experiments, the two-time correlation function C(q, t1, t2) allows us to
study the dynamics of the non-equilibrium system in the early time regime where the
system is in a non-stationary phase;
C(q, t1, t2) =
〈I(q, t1)I(q, t2)〉
〈I(q, t1)〉 〈I(q, t2)〉 (3.9)
where the angular brackets denote an ensemble average over equivalent q values.
Figure. 3.9 displays the behavior of the intensity profile over the whole bombard-
ment period and the inset shows the two-time correlation function for a specific q
value of q = 0.0167A
−1
close to the peak in the structure factor. We can see that the
early time peak in the intensity plot for both bombardment angles have grown in the
first 500-600 seconds of ion irradiation. After the development of the early peak, the
sample keeps coarsening and this reflects in the intensity plot as a shift in the peak
position until the end of the 5000-6000 seconds of ion bombardment. The two-time
plot for the period where the early peak is being formed exhibits growth in the corre-
lation times, but after the early time evolution of the peak, the two-time plots do not
reveal any notable transformation. Figure. 3.10 confirms this result by showing the
diagonal two-time profiles extracted from the first 2000 seconds of the two-time plot
for 2 keV Ar+ ion bombardment at irradiation angle 45°, q = 0.0167A
−1
. As can be
seen, the width of the two-time cut profiles do not exhibit a noticeable change after
the early time evolution. The two-time cut profiles at early times can be fitted by a
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(a) Ar+ ion irradiation angle 45°
(b) Ar+ ion irradiation angle 65°
Figure 3·9: Intensity(q,t) and two-time correlation function behav-
ior for 2 keV Ar+ ion bombardment at irradiation angles of 45° and
65°. The inset displays the two-time correlation function and the time
evolution of the intensity for the same identified q value.
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simple exponential function and therefore explained within linear theory, but clearly
at later times the profiles do not behave as a simple exponential and that is due to
the effects of non-linearities that become prominent.
Figure 3·10: The diagonal two-time profiles extracted from the first
2000 seconds of the two-time plot shown in the inset for 2 keV Ar+
ion bombardment at irradiation angle 45°, q = 0.0167A
−1
. The white
dashed lines display the direction that the g2 plots were calculated from
the two-time plot. The red horizontal and vertical lines represent the
start of ion bombardment, prior to that time no irradiation occurred
and the two-time correlation function displays noise.
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3.5 Auto-correlation Function Analysis
In the dynamic steady state, it is useful to calculate the intensity auto-correlation
function,
g2(q, t) =
〈I(q, t′)I(q, t′ + t)〉
〈I(q)〉2 (3.10)
the angular brackets indicate a time averaging over t′ and equivalent q values.
Often the experimental g2(q, t) functions are fit well with a Kohlrausch-Williams
form (Kohlrausch, 1854),
g2(q, t) = 1 + β(q) e
−2( t
τ(q)
)n(q) (3.11)
where β(q) is a contrast term with a value between zero and one that depends on
the experimental setup and the coherence of the incident beam, and τ(q) is the q-
dependent correlation time.
The auto-correlation functions have been calculated after the system has approx-
imately reached a steady state in the evolution of the intensity and the two-time
correlation function. For 65°, this time has been considered from t = 2400 seconds
till the end of the bombardment period and for 45°, because we have been using a
focused ion beam with a faster evolution, the g2(q, t) functions have been calculated
from starting time t = 2000 seconds. The results for both ion bombardment angles
show a compressed exponential fit to the g2(q, t) functions. Figure. 3.11 displays the
values of the compressed exponents as a function of q for 2 keV Ar+ ion bombard-
ment at irradiation angle 65°, the inset clearly shows how a compressed exponential fit
better agrees with the data compared to a simple exponential form. The correlation
times (τ(q)) from the fit values have been plotted in Fig. 3.12.
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Figure 3·11: Compressed exponent values from fitting the auto-
correlation functions to the form in Eq. 3.11 for 2 keV Ar+ ion bom-
bardment at irradiation angle 65°. The inset displays the simple and
compressed exponential fits to the g2(q, t) function for q = 0.024A
−1
.
Figure 3·12: Correlation time τ(q) from fitting the auto-correlation
functions to the form in Eq. 3.11 for 2 keV Ar+ ion bombardment at
irradiation angle 65°.
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The g2(q, t) fit parameter values for 45° for the two cases of an unfocused lower
flux ion beam and a focused (higher flux) ion beam have been compared in Figure
3.13. The plots illustrate that the general behavior of the correlation times and
compressed exponents for the two cases are similar, and as expected, the τ(q) values
are correlated with each other with a multiplying factor which depends on the fluxes
of the ion beams. The correlation times show a scaling behavior of q−1.6 in the region
where the n(q) values start from a maximum value and decrease towards one (Region
1). In the second region where the n(q) values get very close to one, the τ(q)’s exhibit
a q−2 scaling behavior, this is consisted with the simulations that we have done on the
two growth models of Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ) and linear Kuramoto-Sivashinsky
(KS). In Region 1, the system behaves similar to the KPZ model suggesting that the
relative effects of the non-linear terms are dominating and in Region 2 where we are
in the high wave-number regime, the linear terms become more prominent.
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(a) Compressed exponent n(q)
(b) Correlation time τ(q)
Figure 3·13: Fit parameters of the auto-correlation function for 2 keV
Ar+ ion bombardment at irradiation angle 45° (a) compressed exponent
values for an unfocused lower flux ion beam, the inset displays the n(q)
values for a higher flux focused ion beam. (b) correlation times (q) for
the two focus positions.
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3.6 Ripple Velocity Analysis
Ion-induced ripples on the surface of materials can move across the surface under con-
tinued irradiation. If the equation of motion for the local height evolution ∂h
∂t
contains
a term proportional to the local slope in the projected ion beam direction ∂h
∂x
, then the
velocity of waves moving across the surface will equal the constant of proportionality.
If sputter erosion is dominating the surface kinetics2 then, for a geometry in which
the sputter yield is increasing with angle, the direction of ripple motion is into the
ion beam. A number of FIB/SEM studies using Ga+ ions have found ripple propa-
gation in the opposite direction[3−7] and attributed the results to stress effects. More
recently, Hofsa¨ss et al. have used marker grooves with SEM to examine motion of
ripples during 10 keV Xe+ irradiation of Si.8 They found good agreement with expec-
tations for angle-dependent sputter yield. Given this situation, for each ion/target
system it remains very important to examine to what extent ripple velocity agrees
with angle-dependent sputter yield prediction, or whether instead different behavior
is observed, suggesting the importance of other physical mechanisms on the surface.
For uniform motion of waves or a flow pattern, homodyne x-ray scattering cannot
detect the motion except perhaps due to small edge effects. However, if there is
an inhomogeneous flow pattern, interference oscillations can arise in the temporal
correlation functions.[9−11] In the studies reported here, we use this possibility to
determine the surface ripple velocity.
When using a focused ion beam which is inhomogeneous along the length of the
x-ray footprint on the sample, these experiments observe an oscillatory behavior in
the two-time and corresponding g2(t) correlation functions. As an example, Fig. 3.14
shows a two-time correlation function and resulting g2(t) function after the formation
of ripples during 2 keV bombardment with the focused RBD ion source. Oscillations
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are present in the correlation functions which are not present during broad beam
bombardment. We now proceed to analyze these to determine ripple velocity.
Figure 3·14: Two-time correlation function and resulting g2(t) func-
tion for 2 keV Ar+ ion bombardment at irradiation angle 45° and
q|| = 0.0197A
−1
using a focused ion beam.
In the presence of a spatially varying velocity field v(r), the field-field correlation
function is11:
gripple1 (q, t) =
1∫
I(r′)dr′
∫
I(r) eiq.v(r)t dr (3.12)
where I(r) is the spatially dependent x-ray intensity. For analysis, we restrict atten-
tion to q = q0 yˆ, where q0 is the wavenumber of the dominant ripples. In the geometry
of the experiment here, the key issue is the spread of the x-ray beam footprint along
the x-direction because of the grazing-incidence geometry and thus we examine specif-
ically v(x). We model the incident x-ray beam as a Gaussian with projected standard
deviation in the x-direction of σx−ray = w/sinαi ∼= 2.2mm. The local ripple velocity
v(x) will be in the positive or negative y-direction (i.e. the direction of the projected
ion beam on the surface) and will be proportional to the local ion flux F (x). In
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general, the ion beam center can be offset from the x-ray beam center by a distance
x0, so that we can write:
v(x) = yˆ v0
F (x)
F (x0)
(3.13)
where v0 is the maximum velocity, occurring at the center of the ion beam x0. The
shape of the ion flux for a given focusing can be measured through the erosion rate at
different points on the sample and can be treated as approximately Gaussian. With
these approximations, the field-field correlation function is:
gripple1 (q, t) =
1√
2pi σx−ray
∫
e
−x2
2σ2x−ray exp
[
iq0 v0 t e
−(x−x0)2
2σ2
ion
]
dx (3.14)
This function is evaluated numerically. In addition to evolution of the nonuniform
ripple pattern, there will be evolution of other surface features during bombardment.
Thus, if the two are uncorrelated, the total field-field correlation function is:
gtotal1 (t) = g
non−ripple
1 (t) + g
ripple
1 (t) (3.15)
Studies with a more uniform ion beam discussed below show that gnon−ripple1 (t) can
be modeled with a compressed exponential decay gnon−ripple1 (t) = Aexp[−( tτ )n]. From
the equations above, the homodyne g2(t) can then be calculated from the Siegert
relation g2(q, t) = 1 + |g1(q, t)|2. We use a reasonable value of σion = 2mm for
the given focus condition and x0 = 0. The final results are not highly sensitive to
the exact values of these parameters. Figure 3.15 shows the result of a fit to the
experimentally observed g2(t), from which we obtain a maximum ripple velocity of
v0 = 0.28
nm
s
. Note that the homodyne correlation functions are sensitive to the
variation in ripple velocity, not the ripple velocity itself. However, in this case the
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velocity is proportional to the ion flux and we can well model and measure that flux,
so that an estimate of velocity itself is obtained. Calculations using slightly different
parameters for the X-ray and ion beam sizes and offset suggest that the resulting
uncertainty on v0 is of the order of 10%.
Figure 3·15: The g2(t) correlation function for 2 keV Ar+ ion bom-
bardment at irradiation angle 45°, qy = 0.0197A
−1
when using a fo-
cused ion beam and the fitted function using Eq. 3.15.
In addition to creating oscillations in the correlation functions, inhomogeneous
velocities also cause movement of speckles themselves. For a uniform gradient of
velocity in a flow pattern:
v(r) = v0(r) + Γ.r (3.16)
with Γ being the velocity gradient tensor, Fuller et al. showed that the speckles move
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in reciprocal space as:9
dq
dt
= −ΓT.q (3.17)
For the case of ripples moving in the ±yˆ direction with a velocity gradient in the
x-direction, this leads to speckle motion in the qx direction. In the GISAXS geometry
used here, that would cause a speckle motion primarily in the vertical direction on
the detector. For the experiments reported here, the inhomogeneous ripple velocity is
not a uniform gradient; instead the x-ray footprint straddles the position of peak ion
beam intensity so that the ripple velocity has regions in which it is increasing with
increasing x-position and regions in which it is decreasing.
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Figure 3·16: The waterfall plot for simulations of the AKS equation
with a linear triangular velocity gradient function. The simulations are
for parameters νx = 0.5, νy = −0.5, λx = 0, λy = 0.2, γy = 0, κ = 1,
dt = 0.01, and uniform random noise in the interval [−1.5, 1.5]. The
triangular function A has a maximum value of 3 at the center of the
lattice and decreases linearly to 0.12 at each sides of the lattice.
To understand the effect of this non-monotonic velocity gradient, we have per-
formed simulations on a 4096 × 512 lattice using the AKS Equation (Eq. 3.18 dis-
cussed further below) with a linear term coefficient A (giving the local velocity) that
varies as a triangular function in position x, so that the ripple velocity increases lin-
early for half of the Y pixels and decreases linearly for the other half. In this case
speckles move in both up and down directions on the detector (Fig. 3.16). This is
in fact observed in experiments using a highly focused ion beam as shown in Fig.
3.17. The magnitude of the speckle velocity dqx
dt
is of order Γqy, where Γ is here
taken to be a typical velocity gradient in the overall flow pattern. Using the co-
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GISAXS waterfall plot at qy = 0.0197A
−1
(Fig. 3.17), and the relation Γ = 1
qy
dqx
dt
,
the value of Γ was calculated from the slope of the speckle motion (slope = ∆(pixelY )
∆t
,
dqx
dt
= ∆qx
∆(pixelY )
× slope). This leads us to a velocity gradient of ∆v = Γ.∆r = 0.36
nm/s between two positions ∆r = 2mm apart. This seems reasonable compared to
the peak velocity derived above and the spread in ion intensity on focusing.
Figure 3·17: The waterfall plot for 2 keV Ar+ ion bombardment at
irradiation angle 45° and qy = 0.0197A
−1
when using a focused ion
beam.
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3.7 Simulations
The equation of motion that we have used for simulating the ripple formation on the
surface is the 2+1 dimensional anisotropic Kuramoto-Sivashinsky (AKS) equation:
∂h(r, t)
∂t
= Ahy + νx hxx + νy hyy + λx h
2
x + λy h
2
y + γy h
3
y − κ∇4h+ η(r, t) (3.18)
where h(r, t) is the height of the surface and η(r, t) is a Gaussian white noise with
zero average, 〈η(r, t)η(r′, t)〉 = 2D δ(r − r′)δ(t − t′). The subscripts on h indicate
partial derivatives, and the coefficients A, νx, νy, κ, λx, λy and γy depend on the ion
species, energy, and angle of incidence and target material.
The terms proportional to the partial second order derivatives originate from
curvature dependence of the sputter yield2 and from mass redistribution[12−14]. The
term −κ∇4h is related to surface relaxation mechanisms such as surface diffusion15
or ion-induced viscous flow[16,17]. The term Ahy causes surface features to propagate
laterally at constant velocity and can be eliminated by a Galilean transformation
(transform to the frame of reference of the moving ripples), but nevertheless we have
kept this term to be present in our simulations. The lowest order nonlinear[18−21]
terms in the equation of motion are present for studying the behavior of the surface
beyond early times were non-linear effects can become prominent. We consider νy to
be negative and νx to be positive, so that the flat initial surface becomes unstable
in x and creates ripples that exponentially grow at early times; however, due to the
presence of the smoothening quadratic term, the ripple amplitude finally reaches to
its saturation level.
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Figure 3·18: Comparison between the simulation and experimental
Intensity I(q) evolution. The simulations of the AKS are for parameters
νy = −0.5, νx = 0.5, λx,y = 2, γy = 0, κ = 2, dt = 0.01 , and the
experimental data are for 2 keV Ar+ ion bombardment at irradiation
angle 65°. The peak shift arrow in the inset displays the evolution in
time as the peak of the intensity profile moves to lower values.
For simplicity, the simulations were performed with parameters A = 0.2, νy =
−0.5, νx = 0.5, λx = 2, λy = 2, κ = 2 and γy = 0 or γy = 2. The simulations
were performed with dt = 0.01, lattice size L = 1024 and uniform random noise on
the interval [−0.1, 0.1]. By equating the simulation ratio of
√
κ
νy
= 2 (lattice unit)
with the experimental value
√
B
Sx,y
, we find each lattice unit to be approximately
19.7A for both irradiation angles 45° and 65°. By equating νy and Sx,y for 65°, each
simulation time step is 42 seconds. Therefore, the simulation data have been scaled
in the x-axis by the ratio 19.7 and a constant factor in the y-axis and plotted for the
same duration of ion bombardment.
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If they are dominated by sputter yield effects, the nonlinear coefficients can in
principle be calculated from knowledge of Y (θ). However, they depend on deriva-
tives up to d
3Y
dθ3
and the sputter yield curve for 2 keV Ar+ on SiO2 is not so precisely
known. Our calculations suggest that widely varying values can be obtained from dif-
ferent assumptions about the behavior of Y (θ). Instead of using calculated nonlinear
coefficient values, we have therefore decided to follow the recent simulation study of
the AKS equation by Harrison et al.21 and choose simple values that yield reasonable
behavior.
In our simulations, the surface is taken to be initially flat with uniform random
noise on the interval [−0.1, 0.1]. Numerical integrations were performed using the one-
step Euler scheme in time for the temporal discretization. The spatial derivatives were
calculated by the standard central finite difference discretization method (FDM) on
a square lattice with periodic boundary conditions.
The intensity I(q) have been calculated using Born/distorted-wave Born
Approximation[22−25] equation:
I(qx, qy, qz) ∝
∣∣∣∣ 1qz
∫∫
dx dy e−iqzh(x,y) e−i(qxx+qyy)
∣∣∣∣2 (3.19)
where, qz is the z-component of the wave-vector change outside the material in case
of Born Approximation or the z-component of the wave-vector change inside the
material in case of distorted-wave Born Approximation. Therefore, both BA and
DWBA expressions will have the same simulation results. In case of small qzh(x, y),
the intensity I(q) becomes proportional to the structure factor S(q). For simplicity,
we have taken qz = 1 in the units of the simulated lattice.
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Figure 3·19: Comparison between the simulation and experimental
Intensity I(q) evolution. The simulations of the AKS are for parameters
νy = −0.5, νx = 0.5, λx,y = 2, γy = 2, κ = 2, dt = 0.01 , and the
experimental data are for 2 keV Ar+ ion bombardment at irradiation
angle 65°.
Figure 3.18 displays the comparison of the intensity I(q) for the AKS equation
(Eq. 3.18) with the experimental data for 2 keV Ar+ ion bombardment at irradiation
angle 65° using γy = 0 in the simulation. As can be seen, the experimental results for
the early time peak position in the intensity/structure factor matches very well with
the AKS equation with the lowest order non-linear term (λx h
2
x and λy h
2
y); however,
the late time experimental data shows a larger coarsening effect that does not match
with the simulations. In order to keep pace with the peak shift in the structure factor,
third order non-linear terms (γy h
3
y) had to be added to the simulations. Figure 3.19
shows the I(q) plot for the simulations with (γy = 2) and the same other parameters
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as mentioned above. Although the inclusion of the cubic non-linear term with γy = 2
suppresses the value of the intensity peak at early times and also eliminates the
secondary peak of the structure factor, the position of the peak matches very well
with the experimental data at all irradiation times. This large coarsening effect due
to the cubic non-linearities has been studied by Harrison, Pearson and Bradley[21,26];
the term (γy h
3
y) in the AKS equation originates from an improved approximation for
the slope dependence of the sputter yield.
3.8 Discussion and Conclusion
The detailed results from this study invite comparison with theory at several places.
As discussed above, the linear theory curvature coefficients Sy(q) at 45° and 65° were
determined from fits of the early stage growth of averaged intensity. It is believed
that curvature-dependent sputter yield, lateral mass redistribution and stress might
all play a role in determining Sy. A calculation of Sy(45
◦) using the Yamamura et al.30
angle dependence with impact parameters from SRIM27 gives an erosive contribution
of 10.4
A
2
s
, in reasonable agreement with the value of 18.1
A
2
s
obtained from fits. At
this angle, simple models of lateral mass redistribution and stress suggest that they
should have no contribution. At 65°, the erosive contribution to Sy is calculated to
be stabilizing, with a magnitude of 11.2
A
2
s
. SRIM collision results can be used to
estimate the average total displacement per ion to be approximately d = 160A, giving
a lateral mass redistribution contribution to Sy that is destabilizing but smaller, with
a magnitude of 2.6
A
2
s
. Thus the observed instability to ripple formation at this angle
might be driven by stress effects. Simply using ion flux to scale the stress obtained
for 1 keV Ar+ bombardment of Si by Norris et al. would lead to a destabilizing
contribution to Sy of 85
A
2
s
, which is more than enough to account for the observed
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total Sy(65
◦) = 4.56 A
2
s
.
If ripple motion is driven by sputter erosion, then the velocity of ripples is:
v = −F
n
(cos(θ)
dY
dθ
− Y sin(θ)) (3.20)
where F is the ion flux density, Y is the sputter yield and n is the atomic number
density.4 For Ar+ bombardment of SiO2, there is some uncertainty about the sputter
yield and its variation with angle. Seah and Nunney28 suggest that adding together
the sputter yields of Si and O from the SRIM simulation package gives reasonable
results at zero bombardment angle. However, Seah et al.29 argue that SRIM consid-
erably overestimates the angular dependence of the Ar+ sputter yield for low mass
targets, and that the angular dependence of Yamamura et al. is more accurate. For
the highly focused ion beam used for the experimental measurement of the ripple
velocity, the erosion rate at the center of the beam was 0.28 nm
s
. Using sputter yield
values from SRIM, this gives a theoretical ripple velocity of 0.22 nm
s
, in reasonable
accord with the measurement above. This strongly suggests that erosive mechanisms
are determining the ripple velocity and playing a critical role on the sample surface.
However, use of the Yamamura et al. angular dependence calculated with known
parameters for Si gives near cancellation of the two terms in Eq. 3.20, resulting in a
theoretical prediction that is an order of magnitude smaller. Clearly better measure-
ments of the sputter yield area necessary to assess the level of quantitative agreement
that theory makes with the experimental measurement.
In principle, the direction of ripple motion could also be determined from the
direction of speckle motion if the velocity gradient is monotonic. However, since
the x-ray beam typically straddled the maximum intensity of the ion beam in these
experiments, that was not the case here.
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Chapter 4
Simulations of Co-GISAXS During
Kinetic Roughening of Growth Surfaces
The recent development of surface growth studies using X-ray Photon
Correlation Spectroscopy (XPCS) in a grazing-incidence small-angle x-
ray scattering (Co-GISAXS) geometry enables the investigation of dy-
namical processes during kinetic roughening in greater detail than was
previously possible. In order to investigate the Co-GISAXS behavior ex-
pected from existing growth models, calculations and (2+1) dimension
simulations of linear Kuramoto-Sivashinsky (KS) and non-linear Kardar-
Parisi-Zhang (KPZ) surface growth equations are presented which analyze
the temporal correlation functions of the height-height structure factor.
Calculations of the GISAXS intensity auto-correlation functions are also
performed within the Born/Distorted-Wave Born approximation for com-
parison with the scaling behavior of the height-height structure factor and
its correlation functions.
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4.1 Introduction
The continued development of X-ray sources that can provide significant coherent flux
has enabled the study of dynamics during a range of equilibrium and non-equilibrium
processes. Using X-ray Photon Correlation Spectroscopy (XPCS)[1,2,3] in a grazing
incidence small angle X-ray scattering (Co-GISAXS) geometry offers extensive new
opportunities to investigate surface dynamics on lateral length scales of 0.5 − 103
nm [4,5]. In the steady state regime of thin film growth where the ensemble averaged
characteristics have reached saturation, the structure factor measured in a traditional
time-resolved incoherent scattering experiment shows no further evolution; there is
no ensemble averaged kinetics. However, local dynamical processes of deposition and
relaxation continue and it is these that determine the final film structure. With the
use of coherent X-rays, the auto-correlation function of the scattered light intensity
g2(q, t) is accessible and reveals the underlying dynamics in the steady-state regime. In
addition, to study the dynamics of the non-equilibrium system, two-time correlation
functions C(q, t1, t2) can be extracted from the Co-GISAXS experiments in the early
time regime where the system is in a non-stationary phase.
Recent Co-GISAXS experiments have examined thin film growth process of kinetic
roughening which is often discussed through dynamical scaling relationships that
connect spatial and temporal correlations and are independent of many system details.
A key surface growth scaling relation is the Family-Vicsek [6,7] scaling equation:
w(L, t) ∼ Lαf
( t
Lz
)
(4.1)
where w(L, t) is the roughness of the interface or interface width, L is the lateral length
scale, z is the dynamic growth exponent, α is the roughness exponent, and f( t
Lz
) is
a scaling function. This scaling relation describes behavior on length scales much
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larger than the lattice constant. For u→ 1, f(u) behaves as a power law f(u)→ uβ,
and for u → ∞, the scaling function approaches a constant value so that w(L, t) ∼
Lα. Therefore, the surface width approaches a steady-state value within the range
of length scales studied. The crossover time from power law growth to a constant
roughness scales with lateral length scale: tx ∼ Lz. Within the Family-Vicsek scaling
relation, when the evolution of the surface structure reaches a dynamical steady state
the structure factor behaves as a power law, S(q||) ∼ q−m|| . Since the structure factor
is directly proportional to the square of the interface width, m is related to α in
d-dimension as: m = d + 2α[8]. Moreover, the auto-correlation function of surface
heights can be related to the dynamic exponent z in the steady state as [9]:
〈h(q, t1)h(q, t2)〉 ∼ F (qz|t1 − t2|) (4.2)
where F is a scaling function.
In XPCS experiments, the two-time correlation function is defined as:
C(q, t1, t2) =
〈I(q, t1)I(q, t2)〉
〈I(q, t1)〉〈I(q, t2)〉 (4.3)
where I(q, t) is the intensity at wave vector q and time t and the bracket denotes an
ensemble average over equivalent q values.
In dynamic steady state, it is useful to calculate the intensity auto-correlation
function:
g2(q, t) =
〈I(q, t′)I(q, t′ + t)〉
〈I(q, t′)〉2 (4.4)
The brackets indicate a time averaging over t′ and equivalent q values. Often the
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experimental g2(q, t) functions are well fit with a Kohlrausch-Williams form
[10]:
g2(q, t) = 1 + β(q)e
−2( t
τ(q)
)n (4.5)
where β(q) is a contrast term with a value between zero and one that depends on
the experimental setup and the coherence of the incident beam and τ(q) is the q-
dependent correlation time.
Comparing Eq.(5) with Eq.(2), we see that the correlation time τ(q) in the dy-
namic steady-state regime scales with the wave-vector q (q ∼ 2pi/L) as q−z. There-
fore, the dynamic scaling exponent z can be extracted directly from Co-GISAXS data
under steady-state growth conditions.
Despite extensive theoretical and simulation studies on popular surface growth
models, the intensity correlation functions that are now accessible through XPCS
experiments have not been widely discussed in a manner that connects well to ex-
periment. The XPCS correlation functions of two models specific to ion beam nano-
patterning have been examined by Bikondoa et al.[11]. In contrast to that work, we
focus here on models widely used to describe surface growth processes and investi-
gate their analytical results and scaling behavior. Here, the height-height correlation
functions are analyzed for both the (2+1)-dimensional linear Kuramoto-Sivashinsky
(KS)[12−16] (Sect. II) and the nonlinear Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ)[8,16−18](Sect. III)
growth models.
Sections II and III examine the correlations of the height-height structure factor
S(q). In the limit qzσ  1, where qz is the component of the wave-vector transfer per-
pendicular to the surface and σ is the root-mean-square(rms) surface roughness, the
measured GISAXS signal is proportional to S(q). Beyond this regime, where qzσ > 1,
the GISAXS intensity is not simply proportional to S(q), but the simulations of Sec-
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tion IV show that the intensity autocorrelation functions nonetheless yield accurate
estimates of the surface growth scaling exponents except at low wave-numbers.
4.2 Linear Kuramoto-Sivashinsky (KS) Theory
The linear growth model we examine is a model which considers random deposition
of particles along with surface relaxation which leads to a correlated surface. We
consider the linear Kuramoto-Sivashinsky (KS) model:
∂h(r, t)
∂t
= ν∇2h− κ∇4h+ η(r, t) (4.6)
where h(r, t) is the height of the interface, ν is proportional to the surface tension, κ
is a positive parameter related to surface relaxation and η(r, t) is a Gaussian white
noise with zero average, 〈η(r, t)η(r′, t)〉 = 2Dδ(r− r′)δ(t− t′).
The ensemble averaged height-height structure factor S(q, t) = h(q, t)h∗(q, t)
evolves as [19,20]:
〈S(q, t)〉 = e−2(νq2+κq4)tS0(q) + D
νq2 + κq4
[
1− e−2(νq2+κq4)t] (4.7)
where S0 comes from the initial condition at time zero. Therefore, the long-time
steady state behavior of 〈S(q)〉 is 〈S(q, t→∞)〉 = D
νq2+κq4
.
For the linear KS model, simulations were performed using the one-step Euler
scheme in time for the temporal discretization. The spatial derivatives were calculated
by the standard central finite difference discretization method (FDM) on a square
lattice of size L = 1024 with periodic boundary conditions. Taking advantage of the
isotropy of the square lattice on long length scales, the values have been averaged over
angle in reciprocal space and time after the system has reached a steady state. The
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Figure 4·1: Steady-state structure factor for linear KS model simula-
tion with L = 1024, ν = 1, κ = 30 and dt = 10−3.
simulations in Fig. 4.1 were done with parameters ν = 1, κ = 30, time step dt = 10−3,
number of iterations to reach steady state N = 106 and uniform random noise on the
interval [−1, 1]. The results agree with the known 〈S(q, t→∞)〉 = D
νq2+κq4
behavior,
where q is the parallel momentum transfer q = (q2x + q
2
y)
1
2 . Figure 4.1 shows that the
cross-over regime for q−2 behavior at low q to q−4 behavior at high q is quite large.
By tuning the relative coefficients of ν and κ we can shift the scaling in a specific q
range to either q−2, q−4 or a value in between as the equation suggests: 1
νq2+κq4
. The
upturn at high q is due to discrete lattice effects on short length scales.
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4.2.1 Two-time Correlation Function
Following Eq.(3), we examine the two-time correlation function of the height-height
structure factor:
C(q, t1, t2) =
〈S(q, t1)S(q, t2)〉
〈S(q, t1)〉〈S(q, t2)〉 (4.8)
Taking the initial conditions to be: S(q, t = 0) = h(q, t = 0)h∗(q, t = 0) = 0, the
structure factor becomes:
S(q, t) = e−2(νq
2+κq4)t ×
t∫
0
t∫
0
e(νq
2+κq4)(t′+t′′)η(q, t′)η∗(q, t′′)dt′dt′′ (4.9)
Substituting Eq.(9) into Eq.(8) and calculating the value of the two-time correlation
function, we get:
C(q, t1, t2) = 1 +
e−2(νq
2+κq4)(t2−t1) − e−2(νq2+κq4)t2
1− e−2(νq2+κq4)t2 (4.10)
Here we assume t2 > t1. Rewriting the above equation in terms of T = t1 + t2,
∆t = t2 − t1 and the amplification factor R(q) = (νq2 + κq4) results in:
C(q, T, | ∆t |) = 1 + e
−2R(q)|∆t| − e−R(q)(T+|∆t|)
1− e−R(q)(T+|∆t|) (4.11)
which is valid for either t2 ≥ t1 or t2 < t1. Figure 4.2(a) shows the two time correlation
function simulated for a (2+1) dimension linear model of lattice size L = 1024. The
graph below at Fig. 4.2(b) is the diagonal cut of this function at different T values
and the lines are the plotted function C(| ∆t |) in Eq.(11) with the specific values of
T and R(q) for q ' 0.84. As the graph shows, the width of the correlation function
increases in the early period of growth and then saturates. The simulated values and
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the calculated theoretical function agree well with each other. Equation 11 shows
that the characteristic time for saturation of the two-time correlation function width
is tsat ' 12R(q) .
Figure 4·2: (a)Two time correlation function C(q, t1, t2) of the sim-
ulated intensity fluctuations for the linear KS model, ν = 1, κ = 58,
dt = 5 × 10−4, L = 1024 and q = 0.84 . (b)The filled circles are the
diagonal cut of the C(q, t1, t2) function at different T values and the
lines are the theoretical values calculated in Eq.(11).
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Figure 4·3: τ(q) for linear model steady-state (N = 3×105) simulation
with L = 512, κ = 0, ν = 1, dt = 10−2. The solid line is a function
∝ 1/q2 predicted by the linear model.
4.2.2 Auto-Correlation Function
We next examine the structure factor auto-correlation function:
g2(q, t) =
〈S(q, t′)S(q, t′ + t)〉
〈S(q, t′)〉2 (4.12)
where S(q, t′) is the structure factor at wave vector q and time t′. The brackets
indicate a time averaging over t′. Analytical calculation shows that the above function
at large t (steady-state) becomes:
g2(q, t) = 1 + e
−2(νq2+κq4)t (4.13)
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Figure 4·4: Late-stage structure factor for KPZ model with increasing
non-linear coefficients of: green: λ = 0 (linear model), red: λ = 7,
blue: λ = 14, ν = 1, lattice size L = 1024. For λ = 14, dt = 10−3 and
N = 3× 106 were used.
When the system has reached a steady state, the values start from g2(q, 0) = 2
and relax to g2(q, t → ∞) = 1. Fitting the simulated correlation functions g2(q, t)
for different q values with g2(t) = 1 + e
−(t/τ), we can find the fit parameter τ as a
function of q. Figure 4.3 shows the plotted correlation time τ(q) for the simple case
of κ = 0. The solid line indicates the predicted τ(q) = 1
2(νq2+κq4)
from Eq.(13). In
this case where κ = 0, the time constant is proportional to q−2.
4.3 Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ) Model
The KPZ equation[17] is one of the fundamental models for the study of non-equilibrium
surface growth processes and scaling behavior. The non-linear stochastic partial dif-
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ferential equation which describes the evolution of the height function h(r, t) is written
as follows:
∂h(r, t)
∂t
= ν∇2h+ λ
2
| ∇h |2 + η(r, t), (4.14)
where λ corresponds to the effects of lateral growth. Galilean invariance, which is
associated with the invariance of the KPZ equation under rotation of the coordinate
system yields the following relation for the growth exponents α and z: α+ z = 2[8,21].
In (2+1)-dimension, there are no exact results for α and z but various models have
estimated the values to be approximately α ' 0.39 and z ' 1.6 [8,22]. Numeri-
cal integration of the KPZ equation was done by choosing standard FDM for space
derivatives along with one-step Euler time discretization. The results indicate that
for limited lattice sizes with periodic boundary conditions, the full KPZ behavior can
be seen for sufficiently large non-linear coefficients. Considering the scaling behavior
of the structure factor to be as q−m with m = 2α+ 2, the linear model (λ = 0), gives
the roughness exponent α to be zero as seen in Fig. 4.4: S(q, t) ∝ q−2. In the specific
q range examined, the slope of the scaling function rises with increasing value of the
non-linear coefficient, until it reaches its full KPZ scaling exponent of 2α + 2 = 2.8
→ α = 0.4. Therefore, by tuning the non-linearity we can get a smooth transition
from the linear regime to the strong non-linear regime in the observable q range of
the simulation. Results below are in the strong coupling regime that gives the KPZ
exponents.
4.3.1 Two-time Correlation Function
The two-time correlation function defined in Eq.(3) has been simulated for the KPZ
model with parameters ν = 1, λ = 14, dt = 5× 10−3 and L = 1024. The results have
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Figure 4·5: (a)Two time correlation function C(q, t1, t2) of the simu-
lated intensity fluctuations for the KPZ model, q = 0.92. (b)The data
are the diagonal cut of the C(q, t1, t2) function at different T values.
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been averaged over 4 realizations. Figure 4.5 shows the two-time correlation function
for q = 0.92. As the graph indicates, there is an increase in correlation times at the
beginning of the growth process and then the correlation times saturate. We know of
no analytical forms available for this process in order to compare with simulations.
However, steady state scaling behavior exists at late times and we address that with
the auto-correlation function in the next section.
4.3.2 Auto-Correlation Function
In the KPZ model, the correlation function g2(q, t) does not show a simple exponential
behavior. We take the fit functions to be of the form[10]:
g2(t) = 1 + e
−(t/τ)n (4.15)
The simulations have been performed with coefficients: ν = 1, λ = 14, dt = 10−3,
N = 3× 106 and averaged over 5 realizations (Fig. 4.6). Fitting the g2(q, t) functions
with Eq.(15), we find the values of the correlation times τ and exponents n for different
q values. The τ(q) graph plotted in Figure 4.7 scales as q−z, where the dynamic
exponent z is found to be: z = 1.6, consistent with known exponents for the (2+1)
dimensional KPZ model[8,22]. The exponent n(q) plotted in Fig. 4.8 exhibit values
greater than one, i.e. show compressed exponential behavior. However for high q, the
KPZ n(q) decreases towards one, indicative of simple exponential relaxation.
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Figure 4·6: Late-stage auto-correlation functions g2(q, t) for the KPZ
model, L = 1024, ν = 1, λ = 14 and dt = 10−3. The lines are the
compressed exponential fits of the form in Eq.(15) to simulation data
points. The inset displays the difference between a compressed and a
simple exponential fit to q = 69.
The compressed exponential behavior in the correlation functions results from the
non-linearity of the KPZ equation. The relative effect of the non-linear term in the
KPZ equation is larger for lower q values. This is seen by comparing the averaged
magnitudes of the linear and non-linear terms for different q values and plotted in
Fig. 4.9. The inset displays the ratio of the non-linear to linear term in the KPZ
equation.
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Figure 4·7: τ(q) derived from fitting the auto-correlation functions
g2(q, t) to Eq.(15). The solid line is the function f(q) = const × q−z,
where z is the dynamic scaling exponent z = 1.6.
We have also performed numerical simulations of the restricted solid-on-solid
stochastic deposition model (RSOS)[23,24] since this model converges to a steady state
very fast even for large lattice sizes and exhibits scaling behavior in accordance with
the KPZ model. The growth algorithm for this model is to randomly select a site on
a surface and to let the height of that site to grow from hi to hi + 1 considering the
restriction that the neighboring heights would differ by less than ∆h at each step. In
our simulations, we start with an initial configuration of a flat surface: hi = 0, lat-
tice size L = 1024 and consider periodic boundary conditions with maximum height
difference of ∆h = 4. As with the KPZ model, the correlation functions exhibit com-
pressed exponential behavior; therefore, the same functional form as Eq.(15) is fitted
to the data. The dynamic scaling exponent obtained from the correlation time τ(q)
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Figure 4·8: Compressed exponents n(q) found from the KPZ and
RSOS model simulations. These are determined by fitting the auto-
correlation functions g2(q, t) to Eq.(15).
is found to be the same as the KPZ model: z = 1.6 and similarly, the structure factor
scales as q−2.8 → α = 0.4. The values of the compressed exponents n(q) derived from
this model in Figure 4.8 are comparable with the KPZ values and they give exponents
in the range of 1.3− 1.5 for the lowest measurable q values. While the RSOS model
is in the same universality class as KPZ, it can be seen that its behavior at very high
wave-numbers (short length scales) is different than that of the KPZ model. At these
length scales, the discretization of the simulations likely becomes important. At the
highest wave-numbers q, the discretization might also affect the relaxation process.
However, comparison of Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 show that τ(q) displays proper KPZ scaling
even in the region where n(q) is decreasing towards one.
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Figure 4·9: Average magnitude of the KPZ linear and non-linear
terms plotted as a function of q for simulation values: L = 1024, ν = 1,
λ = 14, dt = 10−3. The inset shows the average ratio of the non-linear
term to the linear term.
4.4 Born/Distorted-Wave Born Approximation
While Sect. II and III analyzed the correlation functions of the height-height structure
factor S(q), in general the measured GISAXS intensity I(q) is not always proportional
to S(q). Within the Born Approximation (BA), the measured GISAXS intensity from
a surface of uniform density is:[25]
I(qx, qy, qz) ∝
∣∣∣∣ 1qz
∫∫
dx dy e−iqzh(x,y) e−i(qxx+qyy)
∣∣∣∣2 (4.16)
where, qz is the z-component of the wave-vector change outside the material.
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Higher-order multiple scattering effects near the critical angle can necessitate the
use of the distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA)[25−28], which for a self-affine
surface is:[25]
I(qx, qy, qz) ∝
∣∣∣∣ 1qtz
∫∫
dx dy (e−iq
t
zh(x,y) − 1) e−i(qxx+qyy)
∣∣∣∣2 (4.17)
where qtz is the z-component of the wave-vector change inside the material.
Both the BA and DWBA expressions for the scattered intensity have the same
form and the only difference is whether the z-component wave-vector change is cal-
culated outside or inside the material; this difference does not affect the simulation
results.
Our aim is to investigate the robustness of scaling exponents obtained from cor-
relations of the calculated GISAXS intensity rather than correlations of the structure
factor itself. Using the form in Eq.(16), the intensity and the correlation functions
were calculated for simulations of the (2+1) dimension KPZ equation with L = 1024
and different values of |qzσ|2.
The results in Fig. 4.10 indicate that even for values of |qzσ|2 > 1, the intensity
differs from the q−2.8 decay pattern only at low wave-numbers, as has been shown
earlier by Salditt et al.[29]. The time constant τ(q) and compressed exponents n(q)
derived from the correlation functions are also independent of |qzσ| at high wave-
numbers and they follow the same trend found in Sect. III.
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Figure 4·10: (a) Intensity and (b) Correlation time constant τ(q) for
BA simulations of the KPZ model for different values of |qzσ|2, lattice
size=1024.
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4.5 Conclusion
Analytical expressions for the auto-correlation and two-time correlation functions of
the linear KS model have been derived and confirmed here by simulation. For the
nonlinear KPZ model, the g2(t) auto-correlation function in steady state is well fit by
a compressed exponential function. The Siegert relation[30] connects the intermediate
scattering function F (q, t),
F (q, t) =
〈h(q, t′)h(q, t′ + t)〉
〈h(q, t′)〉2 (4.18)
and the intensity auto-correlation function g2(q, t), as:
g2(q, t) = 1 + |F (q, t)|2 (4.19)
Thus the compressed exponential fit behavior of g2(q, t) implies that the intermediate
scattering function also exhibits compressed exponential behavior in a similar time
regime. This is consistent with theoretical results of Calaiori and Moore for the KPZ
model[31,32] suggesting that at short time differences F (q, t) ∝ F0(q, t)[1 − (Bqzt)mz ],
which is the expansion of a compressed exponential relaxation. Note that this is
different than the stretched exponential[33,34] behavior found for large time differences
t that were outside the scope of these simulations and, probably, beyond the scope of
current XPCS measurements. The form of Calaiori and Moore predicts a compressed
exponent in (2+1) dimension of n = m
z
= 1.75 for small time differences. However
the fit compressed exponents measured here are q dependent and slightly smaller.
It is possible that for larger lattices the exponent n can approach 1.75 at low wave-
numbers.
Because the measured GISAXS intensity is not simply proportional to the height-
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height structure factor, we have also examined the auto-correlation function of the
intensity as calculated within the BA/DWBA model. We have shown here that
beyond the qzσ  1 regime, the BA/DWBA expression for the diffuse scattering
I(qx, qy, qz) gives valid scaling exponents at high wave-numbers. This shows that Co-
GISAXS XPCS experiments can be clearly interpreted to give accurate information
about scaling dynamics of kinetic roughening.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Self-organized patterning by ion bombardment could enable a simple, economical
means of inducing well-defined nanoscale structures in a wide variety of settings
that can be used as a cost efficient alternative to direct-write methods such as
electron-beam lithography. Highly ordered submicron/nanoscale surface features like
dots/ripples and steep-walled structures can be formed inexpensively over large areas
for relevant applications in industrial and manufacturing processes such as making
quantum dot arrays with highly controlled optoelectronic properties or magnetic me-
dia for high-density storage.1−16 In addition, sputtering is commonly used as a method
for cleaning surfaces and for depth profiling in numerous analytical techniques. For
any of these applications, better control in the topology of the structures during ion
irradiaiton is required and that is only achievable by understanding the fundamental
behavior of surfaces during ion bombardment.
This dissertation tried to provide answers to some of the important questions of
nano-patterning during ion irradiation by investigating the universality of existing
models, the information accessible with high-wavevector X-ray data, the role of stress
in pattern formation, the use of coherent X-rays for investigating the dynamical pro-
cesses through correlation functions and the predictions from simulations that inves-
tigate the behavior expected from leading growth models. In general, many physical
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processes occur simultaneously during ion bombardment, including the sputtering of
some surface atoms, the relocation of many others, surface diffusion, the creation of
stress within the film, and the relaxation of strain and surface energies via viscous flow.
Critically, all of these processes lead to long-wave linear growth rates. To help resolve
the issue of which physical processes might be dominating nano-structure evolution
for the important case of Ar+ bombarding Si, we therefore did a study dedicated to
the comprehensive consideration of the high-q regime. In our studies we used GISAXS
to characterize the surface height-height structure factor of Si surfaces undergoing 1
keV Ar+ ion-bombardment at ion incidence angles θ = 0◦, 20◦, 30◦, 50◦, 65◦. From
our data, we were able to extract reasonable values of the angle-dependent thickness
of the amorphous layer that forms under ion bombardment, the ion-enhanced fluid-
ity within that film, the magnitude of the stress being generated by the ion beam,
and the strength of prompt atomic displacement mechanisms. In each case the fitted
values of these coefficients agreed well with external theoretical, experimental, and
simulation results.
In a second approach to better understand ion bean nano-patterning, we developed
new XPCS approaches in a Co-GISAXS scattering geometry that offered us extensive
new opportunities to investigate surface dynamical processes and fluctuations in much
greater detail than was previously possible. In order to take advantage of this new
capability, we performed XPCS studies of SiO2 surfaces bombarded by Ar
+ ions
under different ion-beam irradiation conditions. From the experiments at APS, we
extracted the amplification factor R(q) from the early time evolution of the structure
factor, investigated the general behavior of the two-time correlation function and also
extracted time scales from the auto-correlation function. The experimental results
for the early time peak position in the structure factor S(q) matched well with my
simulations of the AKS equation with just the first-order non-linear term; however,
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in order to keep pace with the peak shift in the structure factor, third order non-
linear terms had to be added to the simulations proving that how the higher-order
non-linearities become prominent in the late-stages of ion bombardment.
In addition, ion-induced ripples on the surface of materials can move across the
surface under continued irradiation; but for uniform motion of waves or a flow pattern,
homodyne x-ray scattering cannot detect the motion except perhaps due to small edge
effects. However, when a focused ion beam which is inhomogeneous along the length
of the x-ray footprint on the sample was used, an inhomogeneous ripple motion was
generated; this phenomenon was reflected as an oscillatory behavior in the two-time
and corresponding g2(t) correlation functions. By fitting the oscillations in the g2(t)
correlation function, we determined the surface ripple velocity on SiO2 driven by Ar
+
sputter erosion.
Because of the new applications of Co-GISAXS, we are in principle able to com-
pare experimental results for the dynamics of the surface structure with predictions
of different simulation growth models. Therefore, I did simulations on models widely
used to describe surface growth processes and investigated their analytical results
and scaling behavior. The two-models investigated are the (2+1)-dimensional linear
KS equation and the the nonlinear KPZ growth equation. The height-height struc-
ture factor S(q) and correlation functions are analyzed for both models. For the
linear KS model, analytical expressions for the auto-correlation (g2(q, t)) and two-
time correlation functions have been derived and confirmed by simulations. For the
non-linear KPZ equation, there are no analytical solutions, thus numerical integra-
tion simulations investigate the dynamic scaling exponents from fitting the g2(q, t)
auto-correlation functions to a compressed exponential form.
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5.0.1 Future Work
Co-GISAXS has been introduced as a new approach to investigate surface dynamics in
a greater detail than was possible with traditional X-ray techniques. We have shown
here that with Co-GISAXS data, correlations between surface structures and their
processes can be analyzed. However, our main focus was on temporal correlation
functions. In order to further improve our understanding of surface processes, it
would be beneficial to investigate the spatial correlation functions as well. Also,
extra care has to be taken in order to analyze the correlation functions extracted
from the X-ray speckle data. Even small changes of temperature in the range of a
few degrees of Celsius caused by ion irradiation can create sample movement and
thus reflect as speckle motion. This kind of speckle motion does not have roots
in the surface dynamics during ion bombardment but is simply a result of physical
sample movement due to temperature change. Therefore, if speckles move in a one-
way direction, one should suspect if it has an actual relationship with the processes
that they are interested in. In our case where we saw speckle movement due to
an inhomogenous ion beam, the speckle motion was in both up and down directions
suggesting that it has a real root in the processes happening on the surface/subsurface.
In future work, looking carefully to the behavior of the speckles before analyzing any
correlation functions should be a first priority.
Comparing the results of the Co-GISAXS data with simulations has been very
useful both in supporting and better understanding the kind of phenomenon that we
see. Despite extensive theoretical and simulation studies on popular surface growth
models, the intensity correlation functions that are now accessible through XPCS
experiments have not been widely discussed in a manner that connects well to exper-
iment. We tried to investigate two widely used models of KS and KPZ, but there are
still many other models with added terms (e.g. non-linear terms) that can be analyt-
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ically investigated and compared to experimental results that still lack explanation.
Finally, other combinations of target and ion material can be used and their
behavior characterized. If an insulator target material used, charging can become an
issue; therefore, it would be favorable to use a neutral ion beam instead of charged
ions. In addition, the effect of the X-ray beam on the surface dynamics was evident
in our data; hence, to reduce the effect, using the X-ray beam in a periodic on-off
mode can be an option for future work.
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Appendix A
Appendix
A.1 Linear Theory Structure Factor Derivation
Considering linear growth model:
∂h(x, t)
∂t
= −m∂h
∂x
+ ν
∂2h
∂x2
− κ∂
4h
∂x4
+ η(x, t) (A.1)
with 〈η(x, t)〉 = 0 and 〈η(x, t)η(x′, t)〉 = 2Dδ(x− x′)δ(t− t′).
Fourier transform both sides of the above equation:
∂h(q, t)
∂t
= −imqh− νq2h− κq4h+ η′(q, t) (A.2)
rewrite as:
∂h(q, t)
∂t
+ (imq + νq2 + κq4)h = η′(q, t) (A.3)
This is a first-order linear differential equation. In general for: ∂y
∂t
+a(t)y(t) = b(t),
the solution is: y(t) = e−
∫
a(t)dt[
∫
e
∫
a(t)dtb(t)dt+ c].
So the solution to our equation is:
h(q, t) = e−(imq+νq
2+κq4)t
[∫
e(imq+νq
2+κq4)t′η′(q, t′)dt′ + c
]
(A.4)
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The boundary condition is that h(q, t = 0) = h0(q);therefore, c = h0(q). The height-
height structure factor S(q, t) = h(q, t)h∗(q, t) becomes:
S(q, t) = e−2(νq
2+κq4)t ×
{∫∫
eimq(t
′−t′′)e(νq
2+κq4)(t′+t′′)η′(q, t′)η∗′(q, t′′)dt′dt′′
+ h∗0(q)
∫
e(imq+νq
2+κq4)t′η′(q, t′)dt′
+ h0(q)
∫
e(−imq+νq
2+κq4)t′′η∗′(q, t′′)dt′′ + S0(q)
} (A.5)
In experiments, what we really measure is essentially an ensemble average of the
structure factor evolution:
〈S(q, t)〉 = 〈h(q, t)h∗(q, t)〉
= e−2(νq
2+κq4)t ×
{∫∫
eimq(t
′−t′′)e(νq
2+κq4)(t′+t′′)〈η′(q, t′)η∗′(q, t′′)〉dt′dt′′
+ S0(q) + h
∗
0(q)
∫
e(imq+νq
2+κq4)t′〈η′(q, t′)〉dt′
+ h0(q)
∫
e(−imq+νq
2+κq4)t′′〈η∗′(q, t′′)〉dt′′
}
(A.6)
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because 〈η′(q, t′)〉 = 0 and 〈η∗′(q, t′′〉 = 0, we have:
〈S(q, t)〉 = e−2(νq2+κq4)t
{∫∫
eimq(t
′−t′′)e(νq
2+κq4)(t′+t′′)〈η′(q, t′)η∗′(q, t′′)〉dt′dt′′ + S0(q)
}
=e−2(νq
2+κq4)t
{∫∫
eimq(t
′−t′′)e(νq
2+κq4)(t′+t′′)
×
〈∫∫
eiq(x−x
′)η′(q, t′)η∗′(q, t′′)dxdx′
〉
dt′dt′′ + S0(q)
}
=e−2(νq
2+κq4)t
{∫∫
eimq(t
′−t′′)e(νq
2+κq4)(t′+t′′)
×
∫∫
eiq(x−x
′)〈η′(q, t′)η∗′(q, t′′)〉 dxdx′dt′dt′′ + S0(q)
}
=e−2(νq
2+κq4)t
{
n
∫∫
eiq(x−x
′)dxdx′
×
∫∫
eimq(t
′−t′′)e(νq
2+κq4)(t′+t′′)δ(x− x′)δ(t′ − t′′) dt′dt′′ + S0(q)
}
=e−2(νq
2+κq4)t
{
n
∫∫
eiq(x−x
′)δ(x− x′)dxdx′
∫∫
e2(νq
2+κq4)t′dt′ + S0(q)
}
=e−2(νq
2+κq4)t
{
n
t∫
0
dt′
1
2(νq2 + κq4)
(e2(νq
2+κq4)t′ − 1) + S0(q)
}
=e−2(νq
2+κq4)tS0(q) +
n
2(νq2 + κq4)
(1− e−2(νq2+κq4)t)
(A.7)
A.2 Linear Theory Auto & Two-Time Correlation Function
Derivation
The structure factor auto-correlation function is defined as:
g2(q, t) =
〈S(q, t′)S(q, t′ + t)〉
〈S(q, t′)〉2 (A.8)
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where S(q, t′) is the structure factor at wave vector q and time t′. The bracket denotes
an ensemble average over equivalent q values.
From equation (4.5) we have:
S(q, t′) = e−2(νq
2+κq4)t′ ×
{ t′∫∫
0
eimq(t1−t2)e(νq
2+κq4)(t1+t2)η′(q, t1)η∗′(q, t2)dt1dt2 + S0(q)
+ h∗0(q)
t′∫
0
e(imq+νq
2+κq4)t1η′(q, t1)dt1 + h0(q)
t′∫
0
e(−imq+νq
2+κq4)t2η∗′(q, t2)dt2
}
(A.9)
Similarly for S(q, t′ + t) :
S(q, t′ + t) = e−2(νq
2+κq4)(t′+t) ×
{(t′+t)∫∫
0
eimq(t3−t4)e(νq
2+κq4)(t3+t4)η′(q, t3)η∗′(q, t4)dt3dt4
+ S0(q) + h
∗
0(q)
(t′+t)∫
0
e(imq+νq
2+κq4)t3η′(q, t3)dt3
+ h0(q)
(t′+t)∫
0
e(−imq+νq
2+κq4)t4η∗′(q, t4)dt4
}
(A.10)
η′(q, t) is a Gaussian white noise with zero average and,
〈η2〉 =
∫
η2e
−(η−µ)2
2σ2
σ
√
2pi
dη = σ2 = n (σ =
√
n) (A.11)
any odd power of η will give a zero average over the symmetric distribution.
〈ηodd〉 = 0 (A.12)
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〈η4〉 =
∫
η4e
−(η−µ)4
2σ2
σ
√
2pi
dη = 3σ4 = 3n2 (A.13)
Considering the fact that 〈ηodd〉 = 0, we write down the non-zero terms:
〈S(q, t′)S(q, t′ + t)〉 = e−2(νq2+κq4)(2t′+t) ×
{
∫∫∫∫
eimq(t1−t2+t3−t4)e((νq
2+κq4)(t1+t2+t3+t4))〈η′(q, t1)η∗′(q, t2)η′(q, t3)η∗′(q, t4)〉 dt1,2,3,4
+ S0(q)
∫∫
eimq(t1−t2)e((νq
2+κq4)(t1+t2))〈η′(q, t1)η∗′(q, t2)〉 dt1 dt2
+ S0(q)
∫∫
eimq(t3−t4)e((νq
2+κq4)(t3+t4))〈η′(q, t3)η∗′(q, t4)〉 dt3 dt4
+ S20(q)
+ h∗20 (q)
∫∫
e((imq+νq
2+κq4)(t1+t3))〈η′(q, t1)η′(q, t3)〉 dt1 dt3
+ S0(q)
∫∫
eimq(t1−t4)e((νq
2+κq4)(t1+t4))〈η′(q, t1)η∗′(q, t4)〉 dt1 dt4
+ S0(q)
∫∫
eimq(t3−t2)e((νq
2+κq4)(t2+t3))〈η′(q, t3)η∗′(q, t2)〉 dt2 dt3
+ h20(q)
∫∫
e((−imq+νq
2+κq4)(t2+t4))〈η∗′(q, t2)η∗′(q, t4)〉 dt2 dt4
}
(A.14)
The integral limit for t1 and t2 is
∫ t′
0
and for t3 and t4 it is
∫ t′+t
0
. There are eight
terms in the above equation that needs to be calculated. Starting from the first term,
1O First term of Eq. (A.14):
〈η′(q, t1)η∗′(q, t2)η′(q, t3)η∗′(q, t4)〉
=
+∞∫∫∫∫
−∞
eiq(x1−x2+x3−x4)〈η(x1, t1)η∗(x2, t2)η(x3, t3)η∗(x4, t4)〉
(A.15)
Finding the non-zero terms of 〈η(x1, t1)η∗(x2, t2)η(x3, t3)η∗(x4, t4)〉:
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〈η(x1, t1)η∗(x2, t2)η(x3, t3)η∗(x4, t4)〉 = 〈η4〉δt1t2t3t4x1x2x3x4 + (〈η2〉)2δt1t2x1x2δt3t4x3x4
+ (〈η2〉)2δt1t4x1x4δt2t3x2x3 + (〈η2〉)2δt1t3x1x3δt2t4x2x4
− 3(〈η2〉)2δt1t2t3t4x1x2x3x4
(A.16)
Therefore, the first term becomes:
Term (1) = 3n2
t′∫
0
e4(νq
2+κq4)t1 dt1 + n
2
t′∫
0
t′+t∫
0
e2(νq
2+κq4)(t1+t3) dt1 dt3
+ n2
t′∫
0
t′∫
0
e2(νq
2+κq4)(t1+t2) dt1 dt2
+ n2
t′∫
0
t′∫
0
e2(νq
2+κq4)(t1+t2)e2imq(t1−t2) dt1 dt2
+∞∫∫
−∞
e2iq(x1−x2) dx1 dx2
− 3n2
t′∫
0
e4(νq
2+κq4)t1 dt1
(A.17)
using the integral representation of the delta function: δ(x) = 1
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞ e
−ipx dp,
we get:
∫∫ +∞
−∞ e
2iq(x1−x2) dx1 dx2 ∝ δ2(q) which vanishes for non-zero q.
Term (1) =
3n2(e4(νq
2+κq4)t′ − 1)
4(νq2 + κq4)
+
n2(e2(νq
2+κq4)t′ − 1)(e2(νq2+κq4)(t′+t) − 1)
(2(νq2 + κq4))2
+
n2(e2(νq
2+κq4)t′ − 1)2
(2(νq2 + κq4))2
− 3n
2(e4(νq
2+κq4)t′ − 1)
4(νq2 + κq4)
(A.18)
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the first and last term in the above equation (Eq. (A.18)) are opposite and
equal so they get removed.
Final value for the first term is:
Term (1) =
n2(e2(νq
2+κq4)t′ − 1)(e2(νq2+κq4)(t′+t) − 1)
(2(νq2 + κq4))2
+
n2(e2(νq
2+κq4)t′ − 1)2
(2(νq2 + κq4))2
(A.19)
2O Second term of Eq. (A.14):
Term (2) = S0(q)
t′∫
0
t′∫
0
eimq(t1−t2)e((νq
2+κq4)(t1+t2))〈η′(q, t1)η∗′(q, t2)〉 dt1 dt2
= S0(q)n
t′∫
0
e2(νq
2+κq4)t1 dt1 =
S0(q)(e
2(νq2+κq4)t′ − 1)n
2(νq2 + κq4)
(A.20)
similarly we have for the third term:
3O Third term of Eq. (A.14):
Term (3) = S0(q)
t′+t∫
0
t′+t∫
0
eimq(t3−t4)e((νq
2+κq4)(t3+t4))〈η′(q, t3)η∗′(q, t4)〉 dt3 dt4
=
S0(q)(e
2(νq2+κq4)(t′+t) − 1)n
2(νq2 + κq4)
(A.21)
4O Fourth term of Eq. (A.14): S0(q)2
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5O Fifth term of Eq. (A.14):
Term (5) = h∗20 (q)
t′∫
0
e2(imq+νq
2+κq4)t1 dt1
+∞∫∫
−∞
eiq(x1+x3)nδ(x1 − x3) dx1 dx3
=
h∗20 n(e
2(imq+νq2+κq4)(t′+t) − 1)piδ(q)
2(imq + νq2 + κq4)
(A.22)
The Eighth term is also similar to the Fifth term which is proportional to δ(q);
therefore, it vanishes for non-zero q.
6O Sixth term of Eq. (A.14):
Term (6) =
S0(q)(e
2(νq2+κq4)(t′) − 1)n
2(νq2 + κq4)
(A.23)
7O Seventh term of Eq. (A.14) is exactly the same as the above Sixth term.
In Summary, the remaining terms are (1),(2),(3),(4),(6) and (7). The ampli-
fication factor is R(q) = νq2 + κq4, re-writing Eq. (A.14) with the non-zero
terms:
〈S(q, t′)S(q, t′ + t)〉 = e−2R(2t′+t) ×
{
n2(e2Rt
′ − 1)
4R2
((e2Rt
′ − 1) + (e2R(t+t′) − 1)) Term (1)
+
nS0(e
2Rt′ − 1)× 3
2R
Terms (2), (6), (7)
+
nS0(e
2R(t′+t) − 1)
2R
Term (3)
+ S20 Term (4)
}
(A.24)
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Using Eq. (A.7) for 〈S(q, t′)〉, the auto-correlation function is:
g2(q, t) =
〈S(q, t′)S(q, t′ + t)〉
〈S(q, t′)〉2
=
e−2Rt
(S0 +
n
2R
(e2Rt′ − 1))2
×
[ n2
4R2
(e2Rt
′ − 1)(e2Rt′ + e2R(t+t′) − 2) + 3nS0
2R
(e2Rt
′ − 1)
+
nS0
2R
(e2R(t
′+t) − 1) + S20
]
(A.25)
For the case of an initially flat surface S0(q) = 0, the auto-correlation function
at the steady state regime (t′ → ∞ and R(q) > 0 (steady state exists only if
R(q) > 0)) becomes:
g2(q, t) = 1 + e
−2R(q)t (A.26)
For the two-time correlation function of the height-height structure factor, we
use the relation in Equation (4.24) and substitute t′ with t1 and t′ + t with t2
(t2 > t1). Therefore, we have:
C(q, t1, t2) =
〈S(q, t1)S(q, t2)〉
〈S(q, t1)〉〈S(q, t2)〉
=
1
(S0 +
n
2R
(e2Rt1 − 1))(S0 + n2R(e2Rt2 − 1))
×
[ n2
4R2
(e2Rt1 − 1)(e2Rt1 + e2Rt2 − 2) + 3nS0
2R
(e2Rt1 − 1)
+
nS0
2R
(e2Rt2 − 1) + S20
]
(A.27)
When S0(q) = 0, this reduces to:
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C(q, t1, t2) = 1 +
(e2Rt1 − 1)
(e2Rt2 − 1) = 1 +
e−2R(t2−t1) − e−2Rt2
1− e−2Rt2 (A.28)
where R(q) = νq2 + κq4 and t2 > t1.
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